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Abstract 
The thesis title is ''Variable modeling of fuzzy phenomena with industrial application". 
Fuzzy uncertainty is an intrinsic part of real world sUITOunding us and it often coexists with 
random uncertainty. The fundamental difficulty in fuzzy phenomena modeling lies in the data 
information being available in the fuzzy set forms. The fuzzy credibility measure theory founded 
by Liu (2004) paves the way towards scalar variable modeling of the fuzzy phenomena and thus 
opens the chance of industrial applications in convenient and efficient approaches. 
iii 
In this thesis the axiomatic foundation is heavily reviewed. Then we develop the scalar fuzzy 
variable concept and its credibility measure based characterizations. We use the sample entropy 
composition to search for a optimal data-assimilating membership function under the Maximum 
Entropy Principle and thus close the controversy about the subjectively membership function in 
fuzzy set theory literature. We also investigate the scalar variable modeling idea for random fuzzy 
phenomena. We define the random fuzzy concept and its average chance measure· based 
characterizations. We explore the Maximum Average Chance Principle and seek the optimal data-
assimilating average chance distribution for the random sum variable under investigation. Finally, 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Fuzzy Uncertainty and Variable Modeling of Fuzzy phenomena 
Fuzzy uncertainty problem appeared in many industrial engineering problems. Here in this thesis, 
we mainly examine fuzzy problems concerned with engineering reliability. In reliability analysis 
and maintenance planning, fuzzy problems address reduced system structural clarity, reduce 
information ~n the underlying mechanism of the interaction between sub-systems and reduce 
overall information of the system as a whole. The methodology to solve the fuzzy reliability 
problems via the complex system should be developed in terms of the basic concepts of fuzzy 
mathematics. 
Based on Liu's non-classical credibility measure theory, we develop the scalar fuzzy variable 
concept associated with random fuzzy concept, to resolve the dilemmas for fuzzy mathematics in 
practical modeling, and to establish variable modeling for application within the industrial field 
such as in reliability failure times. 
1 
The idea to use random fuzzy failure time models for facilitating repairable system modeling 
arises from our basic understanding on fuzzy phenomenon, described by fuzzy set in earlier fuzzy 
mathematics. A possibility measure based theoretical framework using fuzzy variables under a 
fuzzy credibility measure theory allows for the fuzzy parameter to specify the system failure 
model. Logically speaking, randomness and fuzziness are two different types of uncertainty. 
Randomness is logically a breakdown of the law of causality because of the absence of identified 
conditions under which the event occurrence is inevitable. Randomness i~ traditionally a well-
received formalization of uncertainty in terms of the usage of probability calculus by science and 
engineering. Fuzziness is logically the breakdown of the law of excluding the middle, but is less 
well known and is often ignored by the communities of engineering and management, particularly, 
reliability engineering. Evolution or emergence appears in all aspects around us, whether in natural 
world, social phenomena, or engineering practices. Any system includes many factors, many 
strata, and many intermediaries. These include interconnections and interactions, and within a 
system, strata must have intermediate links. Therefore holding on on the intermediate strata of the 
system structure is a necessary step to understanding underlying system dynamics in their eqtirety. 
A fuzzy memberShip function is an appropriate mathematical mechanism reflecting the evolving 
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1.2 Aims and Objectives 
The overall objective of this thesis is: 
• We develop the Liu (Liu, 2006)'s non-classical credibility measure theory, which belongs to a 
scalar fuzzy variable concept. We define the random fuzzy concept and further discuss an the 
entropy principle and average chance measure. A maximum entropy principle and maximum 
average chance principle follow and finally lead to an explanation of a data-assimilating 
membership function and its average chance distribution. 
The aims of this thesis are: 
• To create a random fuzzy variable concept structure frame. This includes concepts such as 
fuzzy variable and its membership function, conditional cr dibility measure, credibility-
hazard function, credibility copula. (chapter 2.4,3.1,3.2,3.3) 
• To propose a criterion for data-assimilating parameter to specify the average chance 
distribution of a random fuzzy lifetime - Maximum Average Chance Principle. (chapter 5) 
• . To explore a two-parameter bathtub hazard family and the MLE procedure. (chapter 6) 
1.3 Overview of Thesis 
In Chapter 2, we compile or convert relevant concepts and results for (V,·) -credibility measure 
theory based on Liu's foundational work (Liu, 2004; 2006). In Chapter 3, we propose a fuzzy 
hazard function and a credibility copula using a fuzzy credibility measure. We further propose a 
data-assimilating parameter approach under a maximum entropy principle in Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 5, we present a definition of random fuzzy a variable from the preparation of reliability 
engineers and managers, and explore the average chance distribution. We accept and develop the 
Maximum Average chance principle and explore an accelerating life model in terms of two-
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Chapter 2. Review of Fuzzy Credibility Measure 
Theory 
4 
Fuzzy mathematics initiated by Zadeh (1965) allowed a foundation dealing with vague 
phenomena in maintenance modeling. However, the fuzzy mathematical foundation initiated by 
Zadeh (1965, 1978) is membership function and possibility measure based, and used widely. The 
possibility measure, which was originally expected to play the role of probability measure in 
probability theory, but it did not, because possibility measure does not possess a self-duality 
property to parallel self-duality in probability theory. In standard probability theory, random 
variable and the distribution function play important roles for converting set-based arguments into 
variable-based arguments, which permit and empower applications. Kaufmann (1975) ftrst 
proposed the concept of fuzzy variable with the intention of creating the counterpart to probability 
theory. However, Kaufmann's fuzzy variable is another name for fuzzy subset and the 
mathematical operations are difficult to handle. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a suitable and 
rigorous mathematical foundation for variable modeling of fuzzy phenomena because the fuzzy 
mathematical foundation established by Zadeh (1978) is not sufficient for variable modeling. 
To resolve"the three dilemmas, Liu (2004, 2006) proposed an axiomatic foundation for" 
modeling fuzzy phenomena, fuzzy credibility measure theory. The fuzzy credibility measure 
possesses self-duality property and is able to playa role that parallel probability theory. The fuzzy 
variable concept and its (credibility) distribution are developed. However, the conditional 
credibility measure based on Liu's standard credibility theory gives rise to a fundamental difficulty 
(Liu, 2004), and he proposed a non-classical credibility theory for dealing with the conditioning 
related modeling (Liu, 2006). 
Credibility theory is a branch of mathematics that studies the behaviour of fuzzy phenomena 
Zadeh (1965) deftned a fuzzy set in terms of membership function which is a natural extension of 
indicator function of a Cantor set. Later Zadeh (1978) proposed the concept of possibility measure 
which was intended as a counterpart of that in probability theory. However, possibility measure 
does not possess self-dual property that is absolutely critical both in theoretical developments and 
applications. Liu and Liu (2002) proposed the concept of credibility measure with self-duality and '"" 
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As Liu later stated, fuzzy credibility measure theory has two versions, the classical credibility 
measure, and a non-classical credibility theory. It is noted that classical credibility theory is a 
5 
(V, A) -Axiomatic system within which it is inevitable to lose information. An (V,·) -Axiomatic 
system, or equivalently, (V, x) -Axiomatic system offers the possibility of the defining a 
conditional credibility measure, which is the critical concept for further theoretical developments, 
such as conditional credibility distribution, hazard function, fuzzy process etc. The requirements of 
reliability modeling and analysis suggest conditional measures, so we prefer the non-classical 
theory and thus introduce it systematically as a review in this section. 
To achieve a self containment, we compile or convert relevant concepts and results for credibility 
measure theory based on Liu's foundational work (2004 & 2006) so that the (v,.) -fuzzy 
credibility (non-classical credibility theory) measure is the unique starting point. 
2.1 Axiomatic Foundation for Fuzzy Credibility Measure 
Let e be a nonempty set, and 29 be the power set of 8 . Each element, let us say, A c 8, 
Ae 28 , is called an event. A number denoted as Ci{A}, OSCi{A} SI, is assigned to event 
A e 28 , which indicates the credibility that event A e 28 occurs. A set function Cr{ A} satisfies 
following axioms Liu (2004, 2006). 
Axiom 1: Ci{8} =1 
Axiom 2: Cin is non-decreasing, i.e., Ci{ A} S Ci{ B} whenever A c B . 
Axiom 3: Cin is self-dual, i.e., Ci{A}+Ci{Ac } =1 for any Ae 28 • 
Axiom 4: Ci{Ui~}AO.5=sup[Ci{~}J for any {~} with Ci{~} S 0.5. 
I 
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~n (2CidOt }Al) if 1~~ {~{OtH <0.5 
cr{°1'°2'····Op} = (2.1) 
Definition 2.1 (Liu, 2006) A set function Cr: 28 -+ [0.1] which satisfies Axioms 1-4 is called a 
(v,) - fuzzy credibility measure (or non-classical fuzzy credibility measure). The triple (e,29 ,Cr) 
is called the (v •. ) - fuzzy credibility measure space. 
Remark 2.2 Fuzzy credibility measure in general does not possess additivity property analogical 
.. 
to the probability measure. In other words, it is a non-additive measure but it is sub-additive and 
null-additive. 
2.2 Fuzzy Variable 
Kaufmann (1975) first proposed the concept of fuzzy variable with the intention that is the 
counterpart of random variable. However, it remains as a fuzzy set formation and it does not 
behave as the random variable in probability theory. Liu's axioms (2004) for fuzzy credibility 
measure successfully convert a" fuzzy set variable into scalar fuzzy variable form, which is similar 
to the scalar random variable. 
Dermition 2.3 (Liu, 2004) A fuzzy variable is defined as a real-valued mapping from a 
credibility space (a, '.P ( a), Cr) to the set of real numbers, i.e., a fuzzy variable ~: a -+ lR such 
that for any Be '.P{lR) , {IJI ~(IJ) c B,Be '.P{lR)}e '.P{a). In other words, fuzzy variable is a 
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Figure 2.2.1 Set mapping illustration 
Definition 2.4 (Liu, 2(04) The (induced) membership function of a fuzzy variable ~ on 
(8,29 ,Cr) is: 
7 
,u ( x) = ( 2Cf {q = x} ) " 1, x E R (2.2) 
Conversely, for given membership function ,u(.) the fuzzy credibility measure is detennined by 
the credibility inversion theorem. 
Theorem 2.5 (Liu, 2004) Let ~ be a fuzzy variable with a membership function,u (.). Then for 
'VB cR, 
Cr{~E·B}= 21 (suP,u(X)+l-SUP,u(X») 
,..B _BC 
(2.3) 
For example, if the set B is degenerate at a point x E R, then: 
Cr{~ = x}=.!.(,u{X)+l-SUP,u{y)) 
2 y.-x 
(2.4) 
Definition 2.6 (Liu, 2004) The credibility distribution cI>: 1R ----+ [0,1] of a fuzzy variable ~ on 
(8,29 ,Cr) is: 
cI>{X)=Cr{9E 91~(9)Sx} (2.5) 
The credibility distribution cI>(x) of a fuzzy variable ~ is the accumulated fuzzy credibility grade 
that the fuzzy variable ~ takes a value less than or equal to a real-number XE 1R. Generally 
speaking, the credibility distribution ~ is neither left-continuous nor right-continuous in contrast to 
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Definition 2.10 Let (el' e2,·· ., en) be a fuzzy vector dermed on (e, ~ ( e ), Cr). Then the joint 
credibility distribution ~ :[-00,+(0)" -+ [0,1] is defined by: 
9 
(2.11) 
And the joint credibility density function ¢: [-00,+(0)" -+ [0,+00] of fuzzy vector (el,e2,···,e,,) 
is the function such that: 
... ~ x. 
4»(~,X2'···'X,,)= J r·· J;(~,~, ... ,x,,)dxi~···;U1I (2.12) 
holds for all (~, ~, ... , XII ) e [-00, +00]" , where 4» (~, x2' ..• , XII) is the joint credibility distribution 
for fuzzy vector (el' e2,···, e,,) . 
Definition 2.11 (Liu, 2004) Let ~ be a fuzzy variable on (e,29 ,Cr) and ~: 1R -+ 1R, a real-
valued function. Then the expected value of 
+00 0 
E[~(e)l= J Cr{~(r)~ r}dr- J Cr{~(r)~ r}dr (2.13) 
o -00 
Remark 2.12 In random variable theory, the expectation of function of a real-valued random 
variable, denoted by ~(e), is the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral of ~(e) with respect to its probability 




where ~c({)(.) is the credibility distribution for the real-valued function of fuzzy variable e. 
For a given fuzzy credibility distribution, ~: 1R -+ [0,1], the membership function of fuzzy variable 

















2.3 Non-classical Fuzzy Arithmetic 
ifcI>(x) < 0.5 
if limcI>(y) < 0.5 ~ cI>(x) 
ylx 




Fuzzy arithmetic plays an important role when multiple fuzzy variables are involved. On the non-
classical credibility measure theory platform, operations do not in general result in the same forms 
as these in classical credibility measure theory. 
Theorem 2.13 (Liu, 2004) «(v,) -Product Credibility Measure Theorem) Let 8 k be nonempty 
set and Crk is a credibility measure on power set 2
9 
k , k = 1,2" .. , p respectively. Let 
e = 8 1 x 8 2 x··· x 8 p' then Cr = Crl x Cr2 x··· x Crp defined by Axiom 5 has unique extension to a 
credibility measure on power set 29 . The triple (e, 29 , Cf) is called the (v,.) -credibility measure 
space. 
Definition 2.14 (Liu, 2004) Let 8 be nonempty set and Crk be a credibility measure on power 
set 29 , let function~: lRn -+ lR and let fuzzy variables ~I' ~2' ... , ~ be defmed on the common 
fuzzy credibility space (e,29 ,Cf). Then ~=~(~I' ~2' ""~) is a fuzzy variable on (e,29 ,Cf) and 
defined as 
~(O)=~(~I(O), ~2(O), ... , ~(O)), VOE8 (2.16) 
Definition 2.15 (Liu, 2004) Let function ~: lRn -+ lR, let ~ be defined on fuzzy credibility space 
(e,29 ,Cf), i=I,2, .. ·,n,respectively, and let 8=8 I x82 x ... x8p ' Then ~=~(~I' ~2' ... , ~.) is 
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(2.17) 
Definition 2.16 (Liu, 2004) The fuzzy variables ~" ~2' ••• , ~m are independent if and only if 
(2.18) 
for any sets B"B2,···,Bm C lR. 
Theorem 2.17 (Liu, 2004)«v,.) -Extension Principle) Assume that ~" ~2' ... , ~n are 
independent fuzzy variables with membership functions J1" J-t2 , ••• , J-tm respectively. Let -; be a 
mapping -; : lR n ~ 1R. Then fuzzy variable ~ = c; ( ~" ~2' ••• , ~n) has a membership function 
(2.19) 
Theorem 2.18 (Liu, 2004) «v,.) -Credibility Inversion Theorem) Assume that ~" ~2' ••• , ~n 
are independent fuzzy variables with membership functions J1" J-t2 , ••• , J-tn respectively. Let 
1 ( [ • 1 [ . I) - sup TIl', (x,) +1- sup TI I', (x,) , xE IR 
2 .('1."l ....... )eB 1=1 .('1."l ....... )eB" 1=1 
(2.20) 
2.4 Conditional Credibility Measure 
Now, we are ready to discuss the conditional credibility measure. In other words, we now consider 
the credibility of an event A after it has been learned that some other event B has occurred. This 
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Dermition 2.19 (Liu, 2006) Let (a,29,Ci) be a credibility measure space and A,B E 28 be 
arbitrary. Then the conditional credibility measure of A given B , denoted by Cr (A I B) , is 
12 
_ 1 [(2Cl{AnB})1\1 (2Cl{A C nB})I\I] 
Cr{A IB}= 2" (2Cl{B})1\ 1 + 1- ~(-2C~1~{B-:}:-t")1\":"'<'-1 - (2.21) 
provided Cr {B} > 0 . 
Based on the conditional credibility measure, the conditional credibility distribution, 
conditional credibility density function, conditional expected value for conditional fuzzy variable, 
etc. can be defined. 
Deftnition 2.20 Let (a, 29 , Ci) be a credibility measure space and select arbitrary B e 29 • Then 
the conditional fuzzy credibility distribution, ~: R x 29 -+ [0,1] , of a fuzzy variable e given a 
fuzzy event B is defined by 
~(xl B)= Ci{e(9) ~ xl B} (2.22) 
provided Cr{B}> o. 
Deftnition 2.21 Let (a, 29 , Ci) be a credibility measure space and select arbitrary B e 29 • Then 
the conditional fuzzy credibility density distribution, 4>: R x 29 -+ [0, +00) , of a fuzzy variable e 
. 
given a fuzzy event B is a function such that 
JC 
~(xIB)= J 4>(sIB)ds (2.23) 
-Xl 
holds for all x e [-00,+00] , where ~(.I B) is the conditional fuzzy credibility distribution of a 
fuzzy variable e given a fuzzy event B . 
Definition 2.22 Let (a, 29 ,Ci) be a credibility measure space and select arbitrary B e 29 • Then 
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+00 0 
E[e]= JCr{e~rIB)dr- Jcr{e5 rlB)dr (2.24) 
o -00 
provided that at least of one the two integrals exists. 
Let (e,T]) be a pair of fuzzy variables with joint membership functionJL(x,y).1f supJL(r, y) > 0 
. r 











sup JL(r, y) 
r 
(2.25) 
Table 2.4.1 Comparison of random uncertainty and fuzzy uncertainty 
Probability Theory Credibility Theory 
.Q e 
(7- algebra A of n Power set 'P = 28 
t)A : Q -+{O,l} p(x) : e -+[0,1] 
Axiom1: Pr{Q} =1 .- Axiom1: Cr{e}=1 
Axiom2: Pr{A} ~O, for Ae A Axiom2: Cr{A}SCr{B} ifAcB 




Axiom4: cr{V~}=sup Cr{~} Countable Additivity 
. 
for'V{~} with sup Cr{~}<O.S 
I 
Pr: A-+[O,I] Cr: 28 -+ [0,1] 
Pr is called a probability measure if Cr is called a credibility measure if it 
it satisfies the three Axioms satisfies the four Axioms 
(n, A, Pr) Probability space (6,26,Cr) Credibility space 
Random variable X: (n, A, Pr) ~ lR Fuzzy variable e: (6, 26,Cr) -+ R 
{me Q:X(m)e B}e A 
Fx(x) = Pr{X(m) S x} 4>~(u) =Cr{~(8) S u} 
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Chapter 3. Fuzzy Lifetime Variable and Its Credibility 
Measure based Characterizations 
The reliability of a system is ideally a quality index that the system completes the specified 
function within specified time in mutually hannonious manner under the specified conditions 
(including hard conditions: say, operating environments, input materials and soft conditions: say, 
system management and operato~ team, and computerized monitoring atomization subsystems 
etc.). Vagueness is intrinsic and inherent to the system and its operating environment and 
inevitably engaging fuzzy mathematics. 
As previously stated, the non-classical credibility theory, i.e., (v,.)-credibility measure theory 
facilitates the necessary structure for fuzzy variable reliability modeling of system lifetimes. In this 
Chapter, based on the conditional distribution of fuzzy variable under Uu' s non-classical 
credibility measure theory (i.e., (v,·)-credibility measure theory), we propose the hazard concept 
associated with fuzzy lifetime and its related theoretical framework, which is expected to be the 
counterpart of that under probability theory. We explore the basic property of uniform-distributed 
fuzzy variable and explore the joint uniform distribution for the fuzzy bivariate variables. Then, 
we propose the concept ofa fuzzy copula on the ground of (v,·)-credibility measure theory, named 
the credibility-copula, for the full charac~rization of the relationship among fuzzy variables. 
Finally, we explore a decomposition of the credibility-copula function into product copula and an 
adjusted ~ndence function. 
3.1 Credibility Fuzzy Reliability 
System lifetimes in fuzzy reliability are fuzzy variables, similar to random variables. To 
emphasize the variable modeling idea in fuzzy reliability (in contrast to these fuzzy subset 
treatments), we examine the fuzzy lifetime (variable), its distribution function, survival function 
and hazard function because these concepts constitute the foundatioQ. of the (credibility) fuzzy 
reliability theory. 
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Definition 3.1 Let T be a fuzzy lifetime of a system, we denote FT (I) = cr {a e SiT (a) .$ I} as the 
cumulative distribution for the fuzzy lifetime T and we denote ST (1)= cr {a esIT(a)~ I} = I-FT(I) 
as the survival function for the fuzzy life time T. 
15 
We first consider the credibility of an event A after it has been learned that some other event B 
has occurred. This new credibility of A is called the conditional credibility measure of the event A 
given B, denoted by Cr(A I B). 
Definition 3.2 ·Let (e, 29 ,Cf) be a credibility measure space and let VA, B e 2· . Then the 
conditional credibility measure of A given event B, denoted as Cr( A I B) : 
1 ((2cr(AnB))Al (2cr(Ac nB))Al] 
cr( A I B) = 2" (2cr( B)) A 1 + 1-.--. -r"( 2-cr--:(--:B)""""") A--l-
provided Cf(B) > 0 . 
(3.1) 
Based on the conditional credibility measure, similar to the developments in Chapter 2, the 
notion conditional credibility distribution, conditional credibility density function, conditional 
expected value for fuzzy variable, etc. can be defined. 
Let event A = {a: t :5 T(a) < t + ~t} and event B = {a: T(a) ~ t}, therefore: 
FTlB (~tl t)=cr(AI B) = cr({a: t :5T(a) < t+~t}l{a:T(a) ~ t}) 
By that: 
{a:t :5T(a) < t+~tr = {a :T(a) <t}u{a:T(a)~ t+~t} 
and also for 'v's > 0, {a: T(a) ~ t+ ~t}n{a: T(a) < t} = 0, we have, 
{a:t:5 T(a) < t+~tr n{a:T(a) ~t} 
= ({a:T(9) ~t+ ~t}u{a:T(a) < t})n{a:T{a) ~ t} 
= {{a:T{a) ~t+~t}n{a:T(a) ~ tHu{{a:T{a):5t }n{a:T{a) > tH 
= ({a:T(a) ~ t+~t}n{a :T(a) ~ t })U0 
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From Eq. (3.1), the conditional credibility measure of event A given event B, we note the set 
operation results in Eq. (3.4): {9:t::5 T(9) <t+Atf n{9:T(9) > t} ={9:T(9)~t+At} and 
{8:t::5 T(8) < t+At}n{9: T(8) ~ t} ={8: t::5 T(8) < t+At} to obtain: 
2Cf({O:t ~ T(O) <t+~tH{O :T(O) ~t}) 
(2Cf({O:t ~T(O) <t+~t}n{O:T(O) ~ t}))A1 
= (2Cf({O:T(O)~t}))A1 
16 
(2Cf({O:t ~T(O) <t+~tr n{O:T(O) ~ t} ))A1 (3.5) 
+ 1-~~--~~------~----~-
(2Cf({O: T(O) ~ t}))A1 
. (2Cf({O:t ~T(O)<t+~t}))A1 (2Cf({O:T(O) ~t+S}))A1 
- +1 
- (2Cf({O: T(O) ~ t}))A1 (2Cf({O :T(O) ~ t} ))A1 
Then 
2Cf({O:t ~T(O) <t+~tH{O:T(O» t}) 
(2Cf({O:t ~ T(O) < t+ ~t}))A1 (2Cf( {O: T(O) ~ t +s} ))A1 
'~ (2Cf({9:T(O)~t}))A1 +1 (2Cf({O:T(O)~t}))A1 (3.6) 
(2Cf({O:t ~T(O) <t+~t}))A1 (2[1-FT (t+ ~t)])A1 
= +1 
(2[1-FT(t)])A1 . (2[1-FT(t)])A1 
In other words, 
Definition 3.3 The credibility hazard function, denoted by hr (t), is defmed as: 
hr (t) = lim F(~t It) 
~HO ~t 
(3.8) 
where/is the credibility density function for the fuzzy life time T(O). Therefore, in general, the 
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(3.9) 
Proposition 3.4 The credibility hazard function is 
(t)- 1 [2fT (t)] 1\ 1 _1 [2fT (t)] 1\1 hr - 2 (2[1- FT (t)]) 1\1 - 2 (2ST (t)) 1\ 1 
(3.10) 
t+4t 
Proof: When tl.ttends to zero, i.e., tl.tis very small and if cr({8:1 $T(8)< I+A.I}) = J IT (I)dl, 
.. I 
then: cr({9: 1$ T(9) < I+A.I}):::::: IT (1)A.t. Also, as A.I -+ 0, FT (I + A.I) -+ FT (I), thus: 
(t)= lim F{A.tlt) lim_l_] [2/T{t)A.tJAI +1 (2[I-FT{t+A.t)])AI] = 1 [2/T{t)JAI 
hr 6t_ o A.t 4t-02A.t (2[1-f;.{t)])AI (2[I-FT {t)])AI 2 (2[I-FT{t)])AI 
We observe that the function form in general is dissimilar to its counterpart in probabilistic 
reliability theory. 
3.1.2 Fuzzy Lifetime with Exponential Credibility Distribution 
The simplest lifetime distribution family in probabilistic reliability theory is the exponential . 
distribution family. We examine the counterpart in credibility fuzzy reliability. Let the lifetime T 




Thus the membership function is: 
~ 2[I-exp[- ~ll ifO:St<~1n2 
~T(t)= 2exp[-~1 ift~~1n2 (3.12) 
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In the next section, we explore the expression of the credibility hazard function, we establish that 
the credibility hazard function hr (t) does not always take a constant value analogous to the 
constant hazard of random lifetime with exponential probability distribution. 
3.2 Credibility-Hazard Function 
In probabilistic reliability theory, the hazard function plays an important role. Lawless (1982) 
stated that hazard function represents an aspect of distribution that has direct physical meaning and 
that information about the nature the hazard function is helping in selecting a model. We propose a 
fuzzy hazard function concept associated with fuzzy variables based upon fuzzy credibility 
measure, and then denote the fuzzy hazard function as credibility hazard function. Furthermore, 
we explore credibility-hazard maintenance models parallel to those in probabilistic maintenance 
theory. 
3.2.1 Credibility Distribution for Fuzzy Failure Time 
In probabilistic reliability engineering context, time is assumed to be a random but observable 
quantity. Parallel to a probabilistic context, system failure time may be vague in nature and 
therefore a fuzzy variable. For example, a specified time for a·production task need not be a 
deterministic quantity simply because there are various covariates that are detemiinistic. 
. DefInition 3.5 A continuous fuzzy failure time, denoted by T , is a mapping from a credibility 
space (9,29 ,Cr) to the space of Borel sets ([0,+00 ),!B[0,+00)). The credibility distribution, 
denoted by F :{O. +00) --+ [0,1], of the fuzzy failure time T, is dermed as: 
F(t)= Cr{T(9) ~ t}, \it e[o,+oo) (3.13) 
As defined in probabilistic case, the survival function, or the reliability function, denoted by 
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measure that the individual item does not fail before it reaches an age t. F(t) is often called the 
reliability which is related to the failure distribution F (t) and often denoted by R(t): 
R(t;7r}= F(t;7r)=Cr(9 E 29 :t(9» t)= l-Cr(8 E 29 :t(9)~ t)= 1- F(t;7r). i.e., 
R(t) = Ci{T(9) > t}. 'Vt E [0,+00) (3.14) 
In the later development, the conditional credibility measure that the item fails in the interval 
[t,t+ s] given that it has not failed by age t. Here, let event A = {9:t S T(9) St+ s} .and event 
B = {O: T(9) > t}. Therefore: 
By that: 
F(slt)= Ci(AI B)= Ci({9:t < T(9) St+s} I {9:~(9) > t}) 
{9:t < t(9) < t+s t ~ {9:T(9) > t+s}U{9:T(9)S t} 
={9:T(9)St+st U{9:T(9»tt 
and also {fJ: T(fJ) >.t+ s}n{fJ: T(fJ) < t} = ((J, we obtain, 





According to Definition 2.19, for arbitrary BE 29 , the conditional credibility measure of event 
A given eventB is 
cr{{t ST(9) <t+s}1 {T(9) ~t}} 
= 1 (2G{{t ST(9) <t+s}n{T(9) ~t}});\1 +![1 
2 (2cr{T(9)~t});\I, 2 
Then ':. 
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_({ _() } { _() }) Cr({fJ:T(fJ)::;t+s})-Cr({fJ:T(fJ)::;t}) 
Cr fJ : t < T fJ ::; t + s I fJ: T fJ > t = ({ _ }) 
Cr fJ:T(fJ»t 
(3.19) 
In other words, 
F(slt)= F(t+s)-F(t) 
I-F(t) 
3.2.2 Credibility Hazard Concept 
If we purely follow the route to defining the probabilistic hazard function, e have 
() 
. Cr{{t::;T(fJ)<t+s}I{T(fJ)~t}} 




However, we may end at a messy complicated expression. Therefore, we propose an operatioilal 
definition for credibility hazard function. 
Definition 3.6 Let T: (e, 28, Ci') -+ [0, +00) be a fuzzy failure time with credibility reliability 
function R(.) = 1-F (-) and credibility density function f (-) respectively, then function 
J(t) 
h(t) = R(t)' \It E [0,+(0) (3.22) 
is called as the credibility hazard function for fuzzy failure time T . 
Remark 3.7 The hazard function derived by starting with Eq. (3.21) may not end at the same 
expression for a credibility hazard function derived from Eq. (3.22). However, we believe that 
Definition 3.8 is a logical choice for defining a credibility hazard function even there may exist 
inconsistency between . the two different s~ng points. 
The operational definition of credibility hazard function takes the same form as its counterpart 
. in probabilistic reliability theory. This structure brings us great convenience so that many bas!c 
relations in probabilistic reliability theory can be borrowed and used in the (v,.)-credibility 
measure based reliability theory. 
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(3.23) 
3.2.3 Models of Credibility hazard function 
The credibility hazard function is a new development and there is no existing model available in 
the literature. Therefore, we propose three credibility hazard function models. 
(1) Parallel to probabilistic reliability theory, a very typical example of hazard function for fuzzy 
failure time is constant, i.e., h (t;,x) = ,x > o. Then the corresponding credibility reliability 
function isR(t,~) = e-J.I ,t ~ 0, and the credibility failure time distribution 
isF(t,,x) = l-e-J.I ,t ~ O. Then the membership function for the fuzzy age T(9) is: 
j
2(I-e-J.l) if t<ln2/,x 
17 (t)= 1 if t=ln2/,x 
2e-J.I if t > In2/,x 
(3.24) 
. (2) Another typical hazard function used in probabilistic reliability theory is the Wei bull hazard 
function. Let us assume that h(t;(a,,8)) = (,8la)(tlat1 , a> 0,,8 > 0 is the hazard function for a 
fuzzy failure time. If (3 = 1 , it is a hazard function taking a constant value. The credibility 
reliability function R(t;(a,,8» = exp( -(tla )"), t ~ 0, and the failure time credibility distribution 




if t = a~ln2 
if t > a~ln2 
(3.25) 
(3) The third hazard function used in probabilistic reliability theory is the bathtub hazard function. 
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(3.26) 
. Then the credibility reliability function for the fuzzy failure time is 
R(t.(a.t1)) = exp[-exp[f:nl a>O. {1>Q (3.27) 
and the failure time credibility distribution is 
F(t.(a.t1)) = I -exp[-exp[fJll a>O. {1>Q (3.28) 
Accordingly, we can find the a membership function taking the form 
2(1-exp(-e(t/af )) if t<a~ln(ln2) 
J'r(t)= 1 if t =a~ln(ln2) (3.29) 
2exp(_e(t/af ) if t>a~ln(ln2) 
Table 3.2.1 Three proposed credibility hazard function models 
Name Credibility density function &: hazard function 
Exponential hazard A 
reliability exp(-M) 
Weibull hazard ((3/0. ) (tlo. )~-l 
reliability exp( -(t/o t)({3/o ) (t/o )P-l 
Bathtub hazard ((3/0. ) (tlo. tl exp( (tlo. tl) 
reliability exp( -exp( (tlo. tl)) 
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The Cox's proportional hazards fonnulation (1972) can be used here too, 
h(t;II) = 110 (t;II)cp(y;w) (3.30) 
where cp:R6 --+ R+. 6 = dim(y), the dimensionality of covariate vector y. 
A typical fonn of lP is 
. where Yo = 1. 
3.3 Credibility-Copula 
(3.31) 
In probability theory, copula is the concept for describing the dependence structure between two 
random variables and has obtained more and more attention in financial risk analysis. Parallel to 
that in probability theory, we defined a copula concept for c~ibility measure based fuzzy 
variables and investigate its the applicability in fuzzy reliability analysis. 
We explore the basic property of a uniformly distributed fuzzy variable and then the credibility 
distribution transfonnation based on the (v")-credibility measure. 
3.3.1 Uniform Distribut~ Fuzzy Variable 
Unifonn distributions and the distribution transfonnation play very important roles in probabilistic 
context. We explore whether similar developments exist within credibility measure theory. We say 
a fuzzy variable tJ to be (standard) uniformly distributed if its credibility density takes the fonn: 
O~x~1 
otherwise 























2-2x 0.5 :5x:51 
(3.34) 
0 x>O 
Conversely, the isosceles triangl~ membership located at (0,0), (0.5,1), and (1,0) characterizes a 
fuzzy standard uniform-distributed variable. 
3.3.2 Credibility Distribution Transformation 
Let e be a fuzzy variable with credibility distribution function ~ ( (.) . We are interested in the 
distribution for fuzzy variable ~(O. Recall that the membership function for fuzzy variable e is, 
2<1>~ (~) if <I>~ (~) < 0.5 
1 if ~W<l>~ (y) < 0.5< q,~ (~) 
2-2q,~ (~) if 0.5 ~limq,~ (y) 
yt( 












In other words, the transformation of a fuzzy variable by its credibility distribution results in a 
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3.3.3 Definition of Bivariate Credibility-Copula 
Similar to probabilistic copula theory, copula is a dependence index for a pair of fuzzy variables. 
Let X and Y be two continuous fuzzy variables with credibility distributions ~x and 
~y respectively and H xy (.,.) be their joint credibility distribution. Let 1= [O,lj. 
Definition 3.9 A bivariate credibility-copula is a function c: 1 x 1 ~ 1 such that: 
1. C(O,x)=C(x,o)=oand C(I,x) = C(x,I)= x forall xel; 
2. C (0,.) is 2-increasing: for 'Va, b, c, del, a < b, and c < d , 
25 
lie ([a,b]x[c,d]) = C(b,d)-C(a,d)-C(b,c)+C(a,c) 2:: ° (3.37) 
The function Ve is called the C-volume of the rectangle [a,b]x[c,d]. 
In other words, a credibility-copula is the restriction to the unit square Ixl = [O,I]X[O,I] of a 
bivariate credibility distribution function whose margins are standard unifo~. More formally, a 
copula C induces a credibility measure on Ixl in terms of Ve , i.e., 
lie ([O,ulx[O, v]) = C(u, v) (3.38) 
Now let us state the credibility theoretical version of Sklar's theorem (Sklar, 1959) 
Theorem 3.10 Let H be a bivariate credibility distribution function with marginal credibility 
di&tributions ~x and ~y respectively. Then there exists a credibility-copula C such that 
H (x~ Y) = C (~x (x), ~y (Y )) . Conversely, for any credibility distribution functions ~ x and 
~yand any credibility-copula C, the function H defined above is a two-dimensi~nal credibility 
distribution with margins ~x and ~yrespectively. Furthermore, if ~x and ~yare continuous, the 
credibility-copula is unique. 
Based on the credibility theoretical version of Sklar's theorem, given a two-dimensional credibility 
distribution H(x,y) and marginal credibility distributions ~x ,and ~y, the credibility-copula is, 
(3.39) 
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F- I (u)= sup {x I F(x):$ u} (3.40) 
By noting the credibility distribution transfonnation arguments in Section 3.2.2, we observe 
that u = ~x (x) and V = ~y (Y) are fuzzy standard unifonn-distributed variables on [0,1], the 
credibility-copula is the joint unifonn credibility distribution of two unifonn-distributed fuzzy 
variable on [o,llx[o,ll. 
Accordingly, we have 
Dermition 3.11 Let H(~,X2) be the joint credibility distribution of the fuzzy variable 
pair(XI'X2) and the continuous marginal credibility distributions be I';(~)and F2 (X2 ) respectively. 
Then for any "' xU2 e [O,I)x[O,I), C(",,~) = H( 1';-1 (",),1:;-1 (u2)) where the inverse of credibility 
distribution F(.) is p-I (u) =inf{xe R: F(x) ~ u:'v'ue [O,I]}. 
To investigate the joint survival function of credibility fuzzy lifetimes (XI' X 2)' ii (~,~ ), and their 
marginal credibility survival distributions are defined by J; (~) = 1- I'; (~) and J; (~) = 1- I'; (~ ) 
respectively, we note 
if (~,.\2) = 1- F; (~)- F; (.\2)+ H (~,.\2) 
= ~ (~)+ F; (.\2 )-1 +C(F; (~),F; (.\2)) (3.41) 
= ~ (~)+ F; (.\2 )-1 +C(l-~ (~),1 ~ F; (.\2») 
Definition 3.12 Let c (UI ,U2 ) be the credibility copula for credibility fuzzy variable pair (XI' X 2) 
with continuous marginal credibility survival distributions J; (~) and ~ (~) respectively. Then 
(3.42) 
is called the survival copula (reliability copula) and the joint credibility survival function is 
if (~,X2) = t( ~ (~),F; (~)) (3.43) 
Therefore, credibility-copula fully describes the functional relation between two fuzzy variables. 
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If c (u, v), in nature a joint credibility unifonn distribution, possesses a joint credibility density, 
denoted by 8C(u, v)/8u8v, we say c(u. v) is absolutely continuous. Given a two-dimensional 





tv(u, v) = max{u+v-l,O} ~C(u, v)~min{u, v} = w(u, v) (3.45) 
It can also be shown that ro(u.v) , ro(u,v) , and x(u,v)= uv are credibility-c0pulas. We also note that 
for continuous fuzzy variables X and y, (i) if and only if X and Y is an increasing function of the 
other. then C(u.v)=w(u.v); (ii) if and only if X and Yis a decreasing function of the other, then 
c(u.v)=ro(u,v); and (iii) if and only if X and Yare independent, then c(u,v) = x(u.v)= uv (which is 
referred to as product copula) . 
. 3.3.5 Archimedean Family of Bivariate Credibility-Copulas 
Parallel to probabilistic copula theory, the Archimedean credibility-copula is a function C: 
1 x 1-+ 1 defined by the generator ¢J such that: 
C(u, v) = 4>H) (4)(u)+4>(v)) (3.46) 
where ¢JH) is the pseudo-inverse of 4> : 
¢I-I) (t) = 14>-1 (t) t E [0,4>(0)] 
o t>4>(O) (3.47) 
The generator ¢J: 1-[0.00], is a strictly monotone decreasing and continuous convex function .. 
An important property of Archimedean copula family is associatively: i.e., c( c(u, v). w) = c(u, c{ v. w)) . 
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generating copula is C{u.v)= uV/(1-8{I-u){I-v)). But note that a one-parameter bivariate copula is 
not necessarily an Archimedean copula. A typical example is C(u.v)=uv+auv(l-u)(l-v). 10/ $1. 
3.3.6 A Decomposition of Bivariate Copulas 
Recently, Dos Anjos (2005) pointed out that in probabilistic context there exists a local 
dependence measure, which provides explicit and precise information of the underlying 
dependence structure and helps to reformulate a bivariate distribution and its associated copula. 
Now we explore parallel developments based upon the credibility theory. 
Dermition 3.13 (Expected value and variance) Let X be a fuzzy variable with credibility 
distribution !Ix .If 
(3.48) 
and the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral j xd~x (x) is fInite, then we defIne j xd~x (x) as the expected 
-~ -~ 
value of fuzzy variable X, denoted as E[X]. Furthe~~re, we defIne E[(X -E[xlt]as the 
variance of fuzzy variable, denoted by v[x]. 
Dermition 3.14 (Covariance) Let two fuzzy variables x and Y have a bivariate credibility 
distribution H(x.y) and the two marginal credibility distributions ~x and ~y with fInite expected 
values E[X] and E[Y] respectively. Then E[(X-E[X])(Y-E[Y])] and 
E[(X -E[X])(Y -E[Y])V(m~V[YJ) called the covariance and correlation of fuzzy variables 
x and Y respectively. 
Remark 3.1S Under specifIc conditions, it can be shown that 
00 00 
E[(X -E[X))(Y -E[Y])]= f f (x-E[X])(y-E[Y])dH(x,y) (3.49) 
-00-00 
Dermition 3.16 Let two fuzzy variables.:.X and Y have a bivariate credibility distribution H(x.y) 
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the correlation coefficient between d{dix (x) ~ dix (x)} and d{diy (y)~ diy (Y)} for each 
(x,y) e [-00, 00] x [-00, 00] 
Similarly, for copulas 
( ) 
_ C(u, v)-uv 





Theorem 3.17 'Let two fuzzy variables X and y have a bivariate credibility distribution H (x, y) 
and the two marginal credibility distributions dix and di~ have associated copula c(u, v), then 





for all (x,y) e [-00, 00] x [-00, 00] such that u = dix (x) and v=diy (y). 
Remark 3.18 The product copula, x(u, v) = uv, represents non-dependence or independence. The 
value of product copula x(u, v) , measures the degree of dependence. The alternative representation 
of copula Eq. (3.52) reveals a fundamental fact that the degree of dependence between two fuzzy 
variables is the sum of the product copula factor x(u, v) = uv and an adjusted local dependence 
factor, D (u, v) . In this sense, copula is a quantity composed of two factors: independence measure 
and dependence measure. Therefore, the distance between copula, C(u,v) and the product copula, 
x(u, v), D(u, v) = C(u, v)- x(u, v), measures the true degree of dependence, i.e., the degree apart 
from independence, while Pc in Eq. (3.51) is the standardized true degree of dependence in a local.,. 
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understanding of the measure of dependence. For example, let C(u,v)=uv/(1-9(1-u)(1-v)), then 
D(u,v) =uv(1-1f(1-9(1-u)(1-v))) measures the pure bivariate dependence. Another example is 
C(u,v) = uv+9uv(1-u)(1-v), ItJI ~ 1, for which D(u,v) = uv9(1-u)(1-v) and pdu,v)=9~uv(1-u)(i-v) . 
@J' >~ c=> > ~a~J . Event 
! '! 
~ > 1M > l~J 
4> ~ 
1=1--1 =: 1-·_·1 ~~fty 1 
Figure 3.3.1 Relational Structure of Concepts 
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Chapter 4. Maximum Entropy Principle and the 
Optimal Data-assimilating Membership 
Function 
31 
As we stated in Chapter 1, since Zadeh (1965) proposed Fuzzy mathematics, the attack on the 
subjectivity of the fuzzy methodology has not ended. In this Chapter, we propose a data-
assimilating parameter approach to resolve this controversy. We further investigate the data-
assimilating fuzzy credibility distribution based on a maximum entropy principle. Finally an 
illustrative example represents the maximum entropy estimation through a truncated hyperbolic 
tangent membership function. 
4.1 Maximum Entropy Principle 
A fundamental and thorny issue in fuzzy mathematical developments is the determination of the 
functional form of the fuzzy membership function and associated parameters. In contrast to its 
probabilistic counterpart, the parameter estimation is very difficult to conduct. 
4.1.1 Fuzzy Entropy 
. 
Entropy is a measure of Uncertainty. The entropy of De Luca and Termini (1972) characterizes 
uncertainty resulting primarily from the linguistic vagueness rather than resulting from 
information deficiency, and vanishes when the fuzzy variable takes all the values with membership 
degree 1. However, we hope that the degree of uncertainty is 0 when the fuzzy variable 
degenerates to a crisp number, and is maximum when the fuzzy variable has an equally possible 
form, i.e., all values have the same possibility. In order to meet such a requirement, Li and Liu 
(2007) proposed a new defmition based on credibility measure. 
. 
Dermition 4.1 (Fuzzy Entropy) Let € be a continuous fuzzy variable defined on a credibility 
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00 
H[{]= J S(Cr({O:{(O)=u}))du (4.1) 
-00 
where 
S (t) = -tlnt- (l-t)ln(l-t) (4.2) 
For convenience, we define function S (.) as the entropy density 
4.1.2 Maximum Entropy Principle 
There are possibly infinitely many members in the family of membership functions. The maximum 
entropy principle provides a guideline for selecting of parameter(s) ~at maximizes the value of 
entropy and satisfies the given constraints, namely specifying a membership function of given 
function form. 




where II is the parameter space and the parameter constraint is ((II) = Co. 
4.1.3 Entropy Estimation 
Note that 
Cr({ 0 :€(O) = x}) =.!.(P(X)+l-SUPP(Y)) 
2 y<x (4.4) 
For example, if the credibility-hazard function is assumed to have the form of 
h(t;(a,,8)) = ~(:rl, 0>0,,8>0, then membership functionp(x) = 2(1_e-(l/of) is monotone 
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While, for V'Xo ~ oI!/hi4, membership p(x) = 2e-{x/o'f is monotone decreasing from I, and thus 
sUPY<lQp(y) = 2e-{Y/o'f = 1 
Accordingly, 
{
2(1- e -(x/af ) x < a~ln 4 
supp(y)= 
y<x 1 x>a~ln4 




which implies a function 
The entropy function for the fuzzy life time t, is given by 
H[t]= j S(Cr{{8:t(8)=t}))dt 
o 
cAiii2 00 
= J (ln21lx+ J [_(I_e-(x/af)ln(l~e-(x/af)+(x/a).8 e-(x/af}u 
o cAiii2 
= a(ln2t~ + j [_(I_e-(x/a)" )In(l_e-(x/a)'' )+(x/a).8 e-(x/a)" r 
~ 
The maximization of entropy function is reached by searching (a, /3), for which the solution 











with appropriate constraints from system performance data. This structure implies a constrained 
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However, we note that the setting of constraints extracted from read data is difficult for most of the 
engineering circumstances. Therefore, we suggest an empirical object function for parameter 
searching since the optimal value of the data-dependent object function has to reflect the 
constraints specified by system performance data implicitly. The data constrained object function 
is the average of entropies evaluated at {x,..x2 ... ·.XN }, i.e., 
(4.10) 
Notice that as N -t 00, J -t H[e] asymptotically with parameter 1r which constrained by data 
structure. 
Therefore, in engineering circumstances, we work with the problem of maximizing object 
function J (1r I x,.. ~."'. xH ) which can be achieved by solving nonlinear equation system 
8J(1rI X.,x2,,,,,XN ) =0 
81rl 
8J (1r I x.,~, ... ,XN) :;:: 0 
81r2 
8J (1r1 x.,~"",XN) 
81rq 
o 
We can use Newton Raphson m thod to search solution (1rp 1r2 •• .. • 1rq ) • 
4.1.4 An Industrial Example 
(4.11) 
We explore an estimation problem for the parameters associated with credibility-hazard function 
by proposing the sample mean of entropy as object function in terms of maximum entropy 
principle. To use cement roller data as an illustrative example, Love and Guo (1990) analyzed 
Cement Roller data collected from a Canadian firm. 
Table 4.1.1 Lifetime, failure status, covariates (D,B,W) and repair cost 
Lifetime Failure D B W, ... Cost of Repair 
54 pm 12 10 800 93 
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147 pm 15 12 1000 300 
72 failure 12 15 1100 237 
105 failure 13 16 1200 0 
115 pm 11 13 900 525 
141 pm 16 13 1000 493 
59 failure 8 16 1100 427 
107 pm 9 11 800 48 
59 pm 8 10 900 1115 
36 failure 11 13 1000 356 
210 pm 8 10 800 382 
45 failure 10 19 1300 37 
69 pm 12 14 1100 128 
55 failure 13 18 1200 37 
74 pm 15 12 800 93 
124 failure 12 17 1100 735 
147 failure 13 16 1100 1983 
171 pm 11 13 900 350 
-40 failure 13 16 1100 9 
77 failure 14 17 1100 1262 
98 failure 12 15 1100 142 
108 failure 12 15 1100 167 
110 pm 16 14 1100 457 
85 failure 8 19 1300 166 
100 failure 12 15 1000 144 
115 failure 13 16 1200 24 
217 pm 9 11 900 4-74 
25 failure 15 18 1200 0 
50 failure 11 13 1100 738 
55 pm 8 10 800 119 
In Table 1, in the failure (status) column, pm is referred to as planned maintenance and failure is 
an unexpected outage ev~nt. 
For the illustrative purposes, we use credibility-hazard function with form of 
h (t; (a, ,8)) = = (~ 1"-1 , a > 0,,8 > o. The data set includes N =:= 31 points. A critical issue for using 
35 
the object function J(a,,8I.~i'A2,···,XN) is that the expression of Cr({8:T(8)=t;a,,8}) is dependent 
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As a matter of fact, for the given credibility-hazard function, its membership function has 
membership grade 1 at t = a~ (which is the turning point of membership function induced by 
credibility-hazard h(t;(a,,8)) = (,8/a)(t/at- I ). The determination of the turning point definitely 
deserves further research. However, at the present, we just search for aand,8 by solving the 
following nonlinear equation system: 
where· 
OJ (a,,8;{ tl ,t2 ," .,t31 }) 
-...!.---=...;......;;...-....;.;;.:~ = 0 
Oa 




From this example, it is obvious that the turning point of the parameter-dependent credibility-
hazard-induced membership function is worthy of future investigation. 
4.2 Sample Entropy and Maximum Entropy Data-assimilation 
What we aim at is not obtaining parameters from the theoretical entropy expression rather 
determining the parameters based on observations of the fuzzy variable Z. In other words, we need 
to develop a criterion to obtain a data-assimilating membership function. Therefore, we suggest an 
empirical object function for parameter estimation since the optimal value of the data-dependent 
object function has to reflect the constraints specified by observational data implicitly. The data 
assimilated object function is the average of sample entropy densities evaluated at 
(ZI' Z2"", z,,} respectively, i.e., 
1 " 
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Definition 4.2 (Fuzzy sample entropy) For a given fuzzy variable Z defined on a credibility 
space (8,29 , Ci) , if a sample of Z is taken and denoted as {ZI' Z2'···' z,,}, then we call the sample 
function J defined byEq. (4.14) a sample entropy. 
What we expect is that the average of sample entropy densities should tend to the correspond-
ding theoretical entropy as the sample size tends to infmity. In mathematical language, 
J -+H[Z;II] (4.15) 
as the sample size n -+ +00 . 
Theorem 4.3 A necessary condition for the sample entropy J defined by Eq. (4.14) to tend to its 
theoretical entropy (Definition 4.1),as that H[Z;II] is the membership of fuzzy variable Z 
defined on a finite interval. 
Denote the sample entropy as J , which satisfies the necessary condition stated in Theorem 
4.3. Let II = (11"1,11"2' ••• ,11" p r ' then the maximum entropy estimate IT = ( 1(-., 1r 2' ••• , 1r p r ' satisfy the 





It is possible that there is a set of constraints required for a unique solution. 
4.3 Fuzzy, Failure Time with a Sample Membership Function 
(4.16) 
Although we propose three credibility hazard function models we should be fuUy aware that all the 
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models may not be guaranteed to pennit maximum entropy estimation. However, even we work 









it is still difficult to specify the sample entropy function because the unknown parameters 
(a,b,c,d) become the threshold values during the parameter estimating. 
4.3.1 Sample Entropy for Fuzzy Failure Time 
(4.17) 
As an illustrative example, we investigate a fuzzy failure time with a truncated hyperbolic tangent 
membership function proposed by Guo et al (2007), 
t E [O,L] 
(4.18) 
t<Oort>L 
Then we have 
{
!(tanh(t-OJ+l] 
Cr({O:T(O). t})= 4 0 11 . 
t E [O,L] 
(4.19) 
t<L, ort>L 
For a given observation set {tl't2 ,···,t,,} from a fuzzy failure timeT, in terms ofEq. (2.4), for 
each observation ti , i = 1,2,···,n, the sample entropy density, S (Cr{ fJ:T(O) = ti }), i = 1,2,···,n, 
., 
has to be evaluated. 
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where 
1 " 
J (6,1]) = - L:S(Cr{O :T(O) = ti }) 
n i=1 
S (Cr{T(O) = til) = -Cr{T(B) = tj}lnCr{T(O) = t,} 
-(I-Cr{T( 0) = t,})ln(I-Cr{T(O) = til) 
4.3.2 Entropy Estimation for Fuzzy Failure lime 
In order to obtain the data-assimilating parameter pair (D, 1/), we need to solve the following 







Nc:>te that the truncated hyperbolic tangent membership function is a two parameter family and 
there is no threshold point involved in the definition of the sample entropy and parameter 
estimation. 
4.4 Data-assimilation of i-dimensional Credibility Distribution 
Finding an estimated credibility distribution based on observed data from a fuzzy variable is a 
highly critical task in practice because a serious researcher has t~ defend an important principle-
objectivity. In other words, we should establish the credibility distribution in terms of data 
information collected objectively rrom the fuzzy variable itself. We explore a non-parametric 
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4.4.1 Kernel Estimation in Probability Theory 
Definition 4.4 A kernelis a function K(x) = CA:(Ixf) mapping from ad to [0.(0) ~ where A:(') is a 
00 
piecewise nonnegative monotone decreasing function such that f k(r}:lr < 00 and C is a constant. 
o 
Two common kernels used in statistical theory are the Gaussian kernel, (t/&)e-w':2 , and the 
Epanechikov"kernel, (3j4)(1-lxln. For finite support, both kernel reduce tOK(x!h)=O, if IxII> h, 
where parameter h > 0 is called the bandwidth for the kernel function K • FQr the bivariate case, 
the Epanechikov product kernel takes the form 
K (x. y;h) = {~! I-I~ lJ! I-I ~ r 1 iflxl < h, IYI <h (4.24) 
otherwise 
and the Epanechikov radial kernel takes the form 
(4.25) 
For data assimilation purposes, for a one-dimensional data sample {~, ~ ,'" ,XII} the credibility 
kernel density takes a form 
(4.26) 
While for the two-dimensional case, data sample {(~, YI),(X2'Y2)""'(xlI , YII)} , the credibility 
kernel density takes the form 
1 II " 
i" (x, Y) = -E K (x, y; h) 
nh ;=1 
(4.27) 
It is obvious that in order to have the highest degree of data ~ssimilation an optimal bandwidth 
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on credibility theory must develop its own criterion. One of the criteria is the maximum entropy 
principle. 
4.4.2 Maximum Entropy Kernel Estimation of i-Dimensional Credibility Distribution 
Similar to the development of Maximum Entropy in Section 4.1, we now argue for a start from a 
credibility kernel density to a credibility distribution, then to an induced membership function and 
finally a fuzzy entropy. 
For a one-dimensional case, given the sample{~,x2'''·'x.}, the credibility kernel density is 
f~ (X) = (l/nh)EK((X; -x)/h) , and the credibility distribution takes the form 
i_I 
Thus the membership function can be determined by 
~tj K(Xi-U)dU 
nh i=l -00 h 
ilx (X) = 1 
2-~t j K(Xi -U)dU 
nh i=l -00 h 
if $x (x) < 0.5 
if lim$x (y)<0.5<$x (x) 
ytx 
if 0.5 < lim$x (y) 
ytx 









However, we note that the setting of suitable- constraints requires extracting evidences from 
data and is difficult for most engineering circumstances. Therefore, we suggest an empirical object ,. 
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has to reflect the constraints specified by system performance data implicitly. The data constrained 
object function is the average of entropies evaluated at {XI' X2,···, XII} , i.e., 
1 II 
J(hl~'X2, ... ,XII)=-EH[e= xj;h] 
n 1=1 
(4.31) 
Note that as n ~ ex>, J h ~ H [e; h] asymptotically with the estimate parameter constrained by 
data structure. Finally, the seeking an optimal bandwidth value is simply the problem 
max J (h 1-*t,x2,···,xlI ) h>O 





From the optimal bandwidth, fa, the maximum entropy kernel credibility distribution based on 
sample data {~,X2,···,XN} is obtained, denoted by, ~u (x). Accordingly, the values of the kernel 
credibility distribution at the points {~,~, ... ,XN} are deno~ by {UI'U2,···,UA } , where 
121 = 45u (XI)' i=l,2,···,n. Similarly, the kernel credibility distribution .y.l (y) can be obtained and 
values of the kernel credibility distribution at the points {Yl' Y2' ... , Y.} are denoted b~ {VI' V2 .···, VA} , 
where VI = .Y,l (YI)' i = 1,2,···,n. 
4.5 Data-assimilation of Bivariate Credibility Copula 
A bivariate credibility-copula is in essential a bivariate joint uniform distribution. However, the 
copula representation has an advantage within its simple forms, particularly, the one-parameter 
copula family. This feature may make the data assimilation process easier than that of the kernel 
estimation of the credibility distribution directly. 
In terms of the arguments of Section 4.4, for a bivariate sample data {(~'Yl)'(~'Y2),···,(xA'Y.)}' the 
.". 
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Recall from Section 3.3.3 that a copula, C(u, v), in nature a bivariate joint credibility uniform 
distribution, possesses a joint credibility density, denoted by 8 2C(u, v)/8u8v. We say C(u, v) is 
absolutely continuous. Given a two-dimensional credibility distribution H (x, y) and marginal 
credibility distributions ~x and ~y , then its associated copula is C(u, v). Conversely, given a 
copula C(u, v) and marginal credibility distributions ~x and ~r , then the bivariate joint distribution 
H(x,y) can be found. 
The joint bivariate membership function is defined by 
p.(x, y) = (2Cr((X ,Y) = (x, Y)))Al (4.34) 
In terms of the equalitY: H(x,y)= C(~x(x)'~r (y)) , we have 
c(~x (x),~y (y)) if c(~x (x),~y (y)) < 0.5 
p.(x, y)= 1 if (1Jffl!.Y)C(~x (s),~y (t)) <0.5 < C(~x (x),~y (y)) (4.35) 
2-C(~x (x),~y (y)) if 0.5 < (1'~'Y)C(~x (s),~y (t)) 
Also, Cr({8:(X,Y)(8)=(x,y)}}=1..(p(X,y)+1- sup p(s,t)) 
.. 2 (0,1)1'(%,,) 
Accordingly, the entropy takes the form 
00 00 
H[(X,Y)}= J J S(Cr({8:(x,Y)(8)= (s,t)}))drot (4.36) 
-00-00 
where s (t) = -tInt - (l-t)l (l-t) 
Recall that the kernel estimated bivariate joint uniform distribution has estimated sample data 
{(~, VI ),(u2 , v2 ), .. ·,(u., v.)} , thus {c(~, VI)'C(~, v2 ), .. ·,C(u., v.)} are the observed copula values. 
Accordingly, the observed entropy can be calculated in the form 
(4.37) 
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4.6 Simulation of Fuzzy Failure Times 
In probabilistic reliability modeling, particularly in the system maintenance optimal planning 
models, simulation plays more and more important roles because of current powers of 
computation. 
44 
For fuzzy credibility measure based reliability modeling and analysis, the credibility measure 
grade is the critical quantity to be simulated. Liu (2004) gives a detailed algorithm for performing 
the simulation . 
.. Let function t/J :R - R , and ~ be a fuzzy failure time on the credibility space (e, 26 , Cr) . Let 
Simulation Algorithm: 
Step 1. Random generate fJA: from e such that 
Define vA: such that lit = {2Ci{Ot})Al 
Then generate ~ (Ot ), k = 1,2,···, N , respectively for given sufficiently small e > 0 . 
Step 2. Return L in terms of the following estimation formula 
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Chapter 5. Random Fuzzy Variable and its Average 
Chance distribution 
It is a common kno"lcdge iliat den ling with renl·"alucd numbcr~ is much ca~icr ilinn dealing with 
subset' or ~v~nts. In standard probabil ity theo<)'. rnndom varinhlc all<llhe distribution fllnction 
play i mportant rol~s for converting o;et -hased argl1ments into variahle-hao;ed argl1111ents. which 
result in greal conwniences in application>. As a mathematical operation, we prefer to dealing 
with real-"alueJ number". We call.,uch a modeling id~a a< variahle ",ode/jnll. If we can have a 
variable oriented approach for every uncertainty ca,~, lh~n lh~ modeling dfon, are greatly 
'il11plili~d. 
However. in system I ifet i m~ data, random unc~rtainty all<l fuzzy llnccrraimy otieo cae' ist 
inninsically. Thl1~ we t:'lCe the complexitie~ g~l}era(ed hy mathematical t,e.11ments for uncertain 
phenomena at subset or cwnt levcl except ilint in probability theory. Besides mtxlom uncert.1inty 
theory or probnhility theory, the mathemnlical treatment of (){hcr ty!X" of uoc'Crrain pheoomena, 
.ny. fUlly e,'cm~. random imer"al-cvent., Or random fuzzy evenl, etc. did nol exhibit a 
con~ciOUSllCs. of uncerl.1inty varinble modeling until the gen~ral uncertainty theoretical [mmework 
poopo!.ed by Liu (2004). 
Un«rt.inty 
C,,'" 
Varia"l . Modotins 
MOlbcmaLic>l Opcralioo 
Figure 5.1.1 Direction converting illustration 
In thi' Chapter. W~ r~vicw I .iu's Chaoc~ distrihution theory lor cxploring a v(iriable model;n!> 
idea for mooom funy evcnl' ami occordingly propose a data-a"imilating membeL'hip [unction. 
We cxplore the random ruay modeling of ,y,(em lifetime.' and propose a two-tier approach for 
seeking a data-assimilating membership function and .,tati,tically ~,ti mated probability 
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5.1 A Review of (v,.)-Chance Measure Theory 
(V,.)-Chance measure theory is built on axiomatic credibility measure theory as well as 
probability theory. Here we initially discuss the chance measure theory because of its role in 
variable modeling of random fuzzy system lifetimes. 
46 
Definition 5.1 A random fuzzy variable is a mapping from the credibility space (8,26 ,Cr) to a set 
of random variables. 
Example 5.2 Let ~ follow a Gaussion distribution of mean OJ and variance (T2 , with OJ being a 
fuzzy variable with membership function: 
ji -f1a -e 1'.., (u)= 0 u~O 
otherwise 
(5.1) 
then ~ is a random fuzzy variable. This example hints an important fact about the relation between 
randon,t fuzzy variable (event) and fuzzy variable. Uu (2004) stated as a theorem: 
Theorem 5.3 Let ~ be a random fuzzy variable. If the expectation Ep[~(80)] exists for any given 
80 e 8, then Ep[~O] is a fuzzy variable. 
It is obvious that in Example 5.3., Ep [~] =IIJ , which is the fuzzy variable with membership function 
defined by Eq. (2.3). This theorem may pave a way toward a data-assimilating fuzzy membership 
for a set of observations from a random fuzzy variable, denoted as {~, ~"'" Xft} . 
Definition 5.4 Let ~ be a random fuzzy variable and B a Borel set of real numbers. Then the 
chance measure of random fuzzy event {~e B} is a function mapping from (0,1] to [0, 1] , 
Ch{eeB}(a)= sup infPr{B:e(B)eB} 
Cr{A}<!:o /lEA (5.2) 




with membership degree I 
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From the definition, a is the lower bound of the credibility measure of event {9: (9)e B}. Then 
for event {O: 1:$ (0):$ 4}, we can look at sub-events: {O: 1:$ (9):$ 2}, {O: 2:$ (0):$ 3}, {O: 3:$ (0):$ 4}, 
... , etc and establish that: 
1 ( 1 1+1-0.8 Cr{O:I:S((O):S4}=- SUpJL(x)+I- sup JL(x) = =0.6 
2 xe[I.4] .te[I.4f 2 
(5.4) 
gives the lower bound value, a = 0.6. In other words, i.e., the lower bound a is set as 0.6. As to 
Pr{O: 1 :$,(0) :$ 4}, it could be either determined in chance measure for random fuzzy event 
{( E B} and .can be evaluated by noting that for B = [1,4], if Q:$ 0.6, we have the event probability, 
Pr{O: 1:$ (0) :$ 4} ~ 1, if a> 0.6, only those sub-events possible, say, {O: 3:$ (0):$ 4}gives the 
lower bound of the probability, 0.5. Thus: 
{
I if a ::; 0.6 
Ch {I ::; ( :S 4}( a ) = 0.5 if a > 0.6 
Similarly, we can argue that: 
and 
Ch{2:5 (:5 4}{a) = 0.5, for 'Va E (0,1] 
{
I if a :50.4 




From example 5.5, we can now understand chance measure of an event {' E B} intuitively as a 
mapping from the set of credibility measures of all sub-events {( E B. : B, C B} into interval [0,1]. 
The challenge to be faced here is to seek the appropriate chance measure function form. 
Theorem 5.6 (Uu, 2004) Let ebe a random fuzzy variable. Then for each a E (0,1], 
(i) Ch{e E 0Ha) = 0; 
(ii) Ch{ e E RHa) = 1; 
(iii) 0:5 Ch{ eE RHa):5 1 for every Borefset Be R; 
(iv) Ch{e E BHa) is an increasing function on Borel set Be R. 
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limCh{e E B}(a) = sup Pr{e(fJ) E B} 
alO lee+ 
Ch{e E B}(l) = inf Pr{e(fJ) E B} 
lee+ 
where 8+ is the kernel of credibility space (8,28 ,er). 
Definition 5.7 (Zhu and Liu, 2004) The chance distribution of a random fuzzy variable e, 
denoted by ~:Rx(O,I]-+[O,I], is defined by 
~(x;a) = Ch{e~ x}(a) 
Theorem 5.8 (Zhu and Liu, 2004) A function ~: Rx(O,I] -+[0,1] is a chance distribution of 
random fuzzy variable ~ if and only if ~(r,Q) is 
(i) a decreasing and left-continuous function of a for each fixed x; 
(ii) an increasing function of x for each a, and 
lim ~(x;a)=0,ifa>0.5 
.I'~-OO 
lim ~(x;a) = 1, if a < 0.5 
x_+<>o 








Dermition 5.9 (Zhu and Liu, 2004) The chance density ;(x;a):Rx(O,I]-+[o,+oo)ofa random 
fuzzy variable ~ is a function such that: 
x 
~(x;a)= J </>(y;a}ty. 'v'XElR. aE(O.l] 
-00 
+00 (5.13) J </>(y;a}ty=l, 'v'aE(O.l] 
-<>0 
where 4l(.,.) is the chance distribution of random fuzzy variable ~. 
Dermiti~n 5.10 (tiu and Liu, 2003) The expected value of a random fuzzy variable ~ is: 
+Xl 0 
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provided at least one of the two integrals are finite. Furthermore, let e = E[e], the variance of a 
random fuzzy variable ~ is defmed as v[~]= E[(~-4J. 
We should emphasize again that the expectation and variance of a random fuzzy variable , are 
numbers. 
5.2 Theory of Random Interval and Empirical Chance Distribution 
5.2.1 Theory of Random Interval and Fuzzy Set 
In. this section, we review a random interval theory developed by Heilpern (1990). This review 
leads to a maximum entropy based kernel-estimation approach for obtaining data-assimilating 
chance distribution for random fuzzy system lifetimes, as examples of random fuzzy variables. 
Let 1R be the set of all real numbers. A random interval of the universal space of closed 
intervals, denoted by Ix, X c R , is a measurable mapping from the probability space (n, 21, P) to 
the power set of Ix, 21" • Let W be a I1lIldom interval taking value on lIx ' i.e., 
W(tv) = [W' (tv),W" (tv)], tvE n, Wi (tv)SW· (tv) 
A typical treatment is to convert every closed interval [W'. W·] E][x into the point in the two-
dimensional space: 
R~ = {( Wi, w" ), w' , w" E JR, w' S w" } c R 2 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
and thus each of the random interval W is treated as a (bivariate) random variable taking values on 
1R~ . Let p(x, y) be the density function, assuming W to be continuous random variable, such that: 
J J p(x, y)dydx = 1 (5.17) 
-Jt 
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z 00 
Jl~(W)(Z)= J J p(x,y'jlydx (5.18) 
In general, we assume fuzzy set A of normal form, i.e., 
l(z) if a::; Z < c 
1 if c ::; z ::; d 
JlA(z)= 
r(z) if d < z ::; b 
o otherwise 
(5.19) 
where I (. ) is monotone-increasing from zero to one and r (.) is monotone-decreasing function. 
Furthermore, Heilpern (1990) pointed out that the joint distribution function with the largest 
entropy has the form: 
l(x) fory=b 
1- r(y) for x= c 
F(x,y)= ( ) 
l(x) 1- r(y) for (x, y) E Int D 
o otherwise 
(5.20) 
The link between random interval and fuzzy set seems strange but is mathematically inevitable and 
intrinsic. We note that the probability of a random interval W is a set mapping from a power set to 
Pw : 2
u --. [0,1], i.e., defined on (U,~ .Pw ) , while the credibilio/ measure for fuzzy subsets is also 
defined on credibility space (U,2u ,Cr) , i.e., credibility measure is a set functionCr: 2u -+[0,1]. This 
parallel structure is the reason why the link between probability measure and credibility measure 
. exists, and a measure called probability-credibility consistence measure has been defined for the 
degree of link. 
5.2.2 Empirical Chance Distribution via Kernel Estimation 
Based on the arguments in previous sections, as long as a set of interval observations of system 
lifetimes can be collected, denoted as {(X:,x';),; = 1,2,"',n} , we can estimate the joint density of 
interval variable (X',X"), denoted by PK(i ,X'). A typical nonparametric approach is kernel 
density estimation - kern~t estimation under a maximum entropy principle. Note that fuzzy 
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According to the entropy described by De Luca and Termini (1972), the sample entropy is 
defined by: 
(5.21) 
The kernel related parameters are thus chosen by maximizing the sample entropy J[~], and then 
the data-assimilating membership function of the generating fuzzy set q;([X', X"]) is established: 
(5.22) 
Also the data-assimilating credibility measure can be evaluated in terms of: 
(5.23) 
As to the probability measure of event p[~(8)e B]. we have: 
P[~(8)e BJ= JIPx(xl,x")dx"dX (5.24) 
B 
Thus. we obtain the data-assimilating chance measure: 
Ch{e E BHa:) = sup inf fJpx (x .x")dx"dxl 
Cr{A}~a /lEA J. (5.25) 
where the credibility measure Cr(.) is given by Eq. (~.21). 
5.2.3 An Industrial Example 
Here we re-use the example that appeared in Section 4.1.4 (Chapter 4). It is the first order one-
variable grey differential equation model for creating the interval~valued records for each of the 
failure (or PM) observation from the Cement Roller data (Love and Guo. 1991). The details were 
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Table 5.2.1 Lifetime, failure status, grey interval for lifetime 
Waiting Functioning Failure Lower Upper 
time time mode bound bound 
54 54 ~m 54.012 54.413 
187 133 failure 132.767 134.513 
334 147 pm 147.066 148.013 
406 72 failure 71.922 73.086 
511 105 failure 104.546 106.883 
626 115 pm 114.568 116.853 
767 141 pm 140.922 142.251 
826 59 failure 59.256 59.359 
933 lO7 pm '106.546 108.886 
992 59 pm 59.256 59.359 
1028 36 failure 34.432 37.101 
1238 2lO pm 206.587 213.004 
1283 45 failure 44.288 45.732 
1352 69 pm 68.990 69.940 
1407 55 failure 55.084 55.380 
1481 74 pm 73.880 75.176 
1605 124 failure 123.641 125.728 
1752 147 failure 147.066 148.013 
1923 171 pm 170.717 171.876 
1963 40 failure 38.829 40.931 
2040 77 failure 76.822 78.301 
2138 98 failure 97.569 99.832 
2246 108 failure 107.546 109.886 
2356 110 pm 109.549 111.883 
2441 85 failure 84.693 86.572 
2541 100 failure 99.559 lO1.852 
2656 115 failure 114.568 116.853 
2873 217 pm 212.908 220.494 
2898 25 failure 22.199 26.619 
2948 50 failure 49.706 . 50.549 
3003 55 ~m 55.084 55.380 
In Table 5.2.1, the lower bound is denoted as x: and the upper bound is denoted as X; for the grey 
interval of the ;tit system lifetime XI. The grey intervals {[x: ,x:],i = 1,2,···,31} are regarded as 
the realizations for the random fuzzy system lifetimes, which are used to perform kernel 
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5.3 Random Fuzzy Variable and Average Chance Measure 
In this Section, we propose a constructive definition for a random fuzzy variable which similar to 
the definition of a stochastic process. Then, we explore the average chance measure and average 
chance distribution framework proposed by Liu and Liu (2002). 
5.3.1 Random Fuzzy Variable 
Liu (2004) defined that a random fuzzy variable as a mapping from the credibility space 
(9,28 ,Cr) to a set of random variables. For reliability engineers and managers armed with 
introductory probability and statistics, this definition is difficult to understand. For a more intuitive 
understanding, we would like to present a definition similar to that of stochastic process in 
probability theory and expect readers who are familiar with the basic concept of stochastic 
processes can understand our alternative definition. 
Dermition 5.11 A random fuzzy variable, denote,d as ~ = { X1I(8) , 9 E e} ,is a collection of random 
variables xp defined on the common probability sp~e (n,I2l,Pr) and indexed by a fuzzy variable 
~(9) defined on the credibility space (e, 28 ,Cr) . 
Similar to the interpretation of a stochastic process X = { X,, t E R+ } , a random fuzzy variable is 
also a bivariate mapping from (nxe,l2lx28 ) to the space (R,~), which is a set of random 
variables. As to the index set, in stochastic process theory, the index set used is referred to as time 
typically, which is a positive (scalar variable), while in the random fuzzy variable theory, the 
"index" is a fuzzy variable ~. Using an uncertainty parameter as index is not new in this random 
fuzzy variable defmition. In stochastic process theory we already know that the stochastic process 
X ={ Xf(.I'COE n} ~uses stopping time r{w), wEn, which is an (uncertain) random variable as its 
index. 
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As we stated in previous section, Liu and Liu (2002) described a random fuzzy variable in terms of 
. a chance measure concept. However, we note the potential mathematical complexity associated 
with the chance measure formulation. Therefore, it is necessary to explore a convenient way to 
deal with the chance measure specification. Recall that in probability theory, the distribution of a 
random variable ~ on probability space (n,!!, Pr), F~ (.) links to the probability measure of event 
V{w:e(w)$ x}e!! 
Fe (x)= Pr{w: ~(w) ~ x} . (5.26) 
In random fuzzy variable theory, we may say that that average chance measure plays an 
equivalent role similar to probability measure, denoted as Pr, in probability theory. 
Dermition 5.12 (Liu and Liu, 2(02) Let ~ be a random fuzzy variable, then the average chance 
measure, denoted as ch {.} , of a random fuzzy event {~$ x} , is 
1 
ch{~~ x} = J Cr{O E9IPr{~(O) ~x}~o}la (5.27) 
o 
Then function w(.) is called as average chance distribution if and only if 
~(x)=ch{~~x} (5.28) 
Now, we are required to establish a theoretical ~ework in terms of average chance measure 
concepts. Once the average chance measure for the basic event form. {l; S x} is given, then the 
average chance measure for any event A should be established in terms of the basic event g S x} . 
In this way, we may define average chance measure for an arbitrary event A. The triple 
space(nxe,!!,Px28 ,ch) is called an average chance measure space. 
Proposition 5.13 Let ch(.) be an average chance measure on a product measure space 
(nxe,!!,px28 ). Then 
(i) ch{0}=O and ch{e}=I; 
(ii) (Normality) VA e 28 , 0 $ ch {A} $1; 
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(iv) (Weak monotone increasing) For 'VACB, A,BE29 , ch{A}$;ch{B}; 
(v)(Semi-Continuity) For 'VA", A E 29, n = 1,2,···, if A" ~ A, then 
lim ch{A,,} = ch{A} 
A. .... A 
if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) cr{A,,} $; 0.5 and A" t A, 
(b) lim cr {A,,} < 0.5 and A" t Ii, 
. ..--... 
(c) cr{A,,} ~ 0.5 and A" ! A, 
(d) lim Cr{A,,} > 0.5 and A" ! A. 





Proposition 5.14 Let ~t (-) be average c,hance distribution of fuzzy random variable ~ on the 
chance measure space (nxe,~x29,ch). Then 
(i) ~t(-oo)=O and ~t(+oo)=I; 
(ii)for :VXER=(-oo,+oo), O$;~t(x)$;I; 
(iii) a nonnegative real-valued function <Pt (-) is called average chance density for a random fuzzy 
variable ~ iffor <Pt(x)~O, xERand· 
(5.31) 
-0() 
5.3.3 Construction of a Random FuZZy Variable 
Liu (2004) mentioned an exponentially distributed random fuzzy variable ~ has a density function 
{!exp(-~) ifx~O ;(x)= P P ., o otherwise 
if the value of p is assumed to be a fuzzy variable, then ~ is a random fuzzy variable. 
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probability distribution is defined by Eq. (5.26), then the random fuzzy variable ~ is said to be 
exponentially distributed. This example leads to a constructive definition for specifying or a 
random fuzzy variable or equivalently average chance distribution. 
Definition 5.15 Let {F (x; ~(9)), 9 E a} be a family of probability distributions on the probability 
space (n,~, Pr) with a common fuzzy parameter p on the credibility measure space (a, 29 , Ci') , 
which induces a membership function, PJ (.) , ~en the average distribution derived from 
(F{x,~),IJ.~) defines a random fuzzy variable ~. 
5.4 Random Fuzzy Lifetime Theory 
56 
Different from the statistical lifetime modeling and analysis, where the random lifetimes are 
concerned, also different from the fuzzy lifetime modeling and analysis, where the fuzzy lifetimes 
are concerned, random fuzzy lifetime modeling analysis provides a general theoretical foundation. 
tiu (2004) defined random fuzzy variable in a very formal way. However, it might be difficult for 
the reliability engineers. Therefore, we give an intuitive and constructive definition. 
Definition 5.16 A random fuzzy lifetime, denoted as ; = {XIl(8),ge 8} ,is a collection of positive 
real-~alued random variables X, > 0 defined on the common probability space (n,~. Pr) and 
indexed by a fuzzy variable ~(9) defined on the credibility space (8,28 , Cr) . 
A random fuzzy lifetime, denoted by ~, is a special case of random fuzzy variable. In other 
words, random fuzzylifetime is a bivariate mapping from (nx8,~x28) to the space (1R+'~(R+)). 
5.4.1 Basic Construction of Continuous Random Fuzzy Lifetimes 
In statistical lifetime modeling and analysis, the probability distribution contains,the full 
information on system lifetime and there are many related concepts linking to the physical 
.'. 
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Theorem 5.17 Let ~ be a continuous random fuzzy lifetime having probability distribution 
function F(t;~(9)), where the fuzzy parameter fJ is defined on the credibility measure space 
(e, 29 ,Cr) with membership P, (.). Then function n (.) can uniquely define the rando~ fuzzy 
lifetime ~ if the operator or function A satisfies F (t;~) = A (n (t; ~)) . 
The proof of the theorem is a straight application of Dermition 5.11 and Definition 5.15. 
Table 5.4.1 lists four commonly used operator or functions. 
Table 5.4.1 Examples of operators or functions 
Name Form of n(t;~) A(.) 
Survival function F (t;~) = 1-F (t;~) F(t;~)= I-F(t;~) 
Density function I(t;~) = dF(t;~)/dt , 
F(t;~)= J I(u;~)du 
0 
Hazg,rd function h(t;~) = 1 (t)/(I- F(t;~)) F(t;~) = l-exp(-J:' h(U;~)du) 
Moment generating 1+~ l' ( 1 J.~+IOU ). m(9;~) = 0 e8tdF(t;~) F(t;~)= -. . . m(s;~)e"ds du function o 21tl ~-'"" • 
5.4.2 Continuous Random Fuzzy Lifetime Model 
In statistical lifetime modeling and analysis, the elementary lifetime models are exponential, 
Weibull, Log-normal, gamma, bathtub, etc .. These are essential for the construction of random 
fuzzy lifetimes. Table 5.4.2 lists these models. 
Table 5.4.2 Commonly used distributional lifetime models 
Name Probability density & hazg,rd function 
Exponential density ~exp(-(3t) 
hazard ~ 
Weibull density (MTI)(t/Tltl exp( -(t/Tlt) 
hazard (MTI)(t/Tlt
l 
Extreme density (1/u }exp( (t-b}/u )exp( -exp((t -b}/u)) 
- value 
hazard (1/u }exp((t-b}/u) 
Log-Normal density (y(5at))exP(-(Int-Il)2/2a2 ) 
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Gamma density (x (Xttl /r(~))e-~ 
hazard (X(Xttl/r(~))e-~ /(l-/(~,Xt)) 
Bathtub density (Mfl)(t/fl)H exp( (t/fJ)H )exp( -exp( (t/fltl)) 
hazard (MfJ)(t/fltl exp( (t/fltl) 
In Table 5.4.2, 1(~,Xt) denotes the incomplete gamma function of the fIrst-type and 4>(-) represents 
the cumulative distribution of a standard nonnal variable. 
5.4.3 Accelerated Life Testing Models 
Accelerated life testing is an important methodology in new product design and warrantee policy 
decision making. The basic assumption is that a change in stress factors only alters the scale, only 
the shape, of the failure time distribution. 
Definition S.18 (Accelerated random fuzzy life model.) Let Fo (t;/J) be the baseline failure time 
distribution function for a random fuzzy lifetime ~ having a fuzzy parameter /J defIned on the 
credibility measure, space (e, 28 ,Cr) with membership #1 (.) , then the accelerated random fuzzy 
life model specifIes the probability distribution for the random fuzzy failure time under time-
independent stress variable z as 
(5.33) 
where satisfIes function of stress variable ~: R -+ R+ • 
The average chance distribution with stress variable z is therefore 
1 
<I>(t;z) = J Cr{8: Fo (t\(z);;B(8)) ~ o}<to (5.34) 
o 
where stress variable z may be assumed to be either fuzzy or deterministic. 
The function, ~: R -+ R+ , is usually defIned in terms of the relationship between the parameter f3 of 
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Combined power rule and Arrhenius reaction rate model 
13=>-.z-c exp(:}, T>O, c>O 
Iurkov's model 
Generalized Eyring model 
13= ~Texp(: )exp(cz+~), T>O 
and others. 






Besides accelerated testing model, another covariate model which plays a very important role in 
lifetime analysis is Cox's (1972) proportional hazards (abbreviated as PH) model 
(5.40) 
where ho (t;.8) is the baseline hazard function with a fuzzy parameter .8 defined on the credibility 
measure space (9: z!1 , Ci) with membership PI (.), while ~: R -+ R+ with 
(5.41) 
where y = (l'YI'···,Ypf is covariate vector and "/ = ("Yo'''/I'···,''/pf is covariate effect parameter vector. 
A typically function of ~:R -+ R+ used is the exponential function ~(x)=exp(x).1f covariate y is 
not time-dependent, it is easy to show that the accumulated hazard 
(5.42) 
And therefore the average chance distribution with covariate y is 
1 .\ 
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where covariate y is assumed to be fuzzy but parameter 'Y is assumed to be detenninistic, other 
options can be fonnulated. 
It is necessary to note here that the two types of covariate models are not only powerful in 
product reliability design and analysis but also useful in repairable system maintenance optimal 
planning and analysis. In the probabilistic reliability literature, researchers have many useful 
develop-ments. Therefore, in random fuzzy repairable system analysis it will be necessary to 
incorporate those development. 
5.5 Exponen~ially Distributed Random Fuzzy Lifetimes 
From the section 5.3.2, it is easy to see that exponential random fuzzy failure times are probably 
the simplest model to handle. 




I(t;P)= pe-fJ1 t>O (5.44) 











as an example of random fuzzy lifetime modeling and analysis. 
Note that the factor in Eq. (5.27) 
(5.46) 
Therefore event {9: Pr{e(9) ~ t} ~ a} is a fuzzy event and is equivalent to the fuzzy event 
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it is necessary to calculate the credibility measure for fuzzy event {o:.8(O) ~ -In (l-a)/t} ,i.e., 
obtain the expression for 
Cr{O: ,8(0) ~ -In (I-a )/t} (5.47) 









2(d -c) . 
1 x>d 











Accordingly, the range of integration for a can be determined ~ shown in Table 5.5.1. Recall 
that the expression of X= -In(l-a)/tappears in Eq. (5.40) and Eq. (5.41), which facilitates the link 
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Table 5.5.1 Range analysis for a 
Range/or x a and credibility measure expression 
-00 <x:S; a Range for a O:S;a :S;1-e-at 
Cr{O: (3{O) ~ -In{l-a lit} 1 
a<x:S;b Range for a l-e-at <a :S;1-e-bt 
cr{O: (3{O) ~ -In{l-a)/t} 1-{x-a)/(2{b-a)) 
b<x:S;c Range for a l-e-bt < a:S; l-e-ct 
Cr{O: (3{O) ~ -In{l-a)/t} 0.5 ' 
c<x:S;d Range for a l-e-ct < a < l-e-dt 
cr{O : (3{O) ~ -In{l-a)/t} (d -x)/(2{d -c)) 
d<x<+oo Range for a l-e-dt <a <1 
cr{O: (3{O) ~ -In{l-a )/t} 0 
The average chance distribution for the exponentially distributed random fuzzy lifetime is then 
derived by splitting the integration into five terms according to the range of a and the 
corresponding mathematical expression for the credibility measure Ci' {9 : /3 (9) ~ -In (1- a )/I} , which 
is detailed in Table 5.5.1. Then the exponential random fuzzy lifetime has an average chance 
distribution function: 
1 
ip{ (t) = J Cr{O: (3{O) ~ -In{l-a)/t}da 
o 
• -bt -at -dt -ct 
=1+ e -e + e -e 
2{b-a)t 2{d -c)t 
(5.50) 
The average chance density for the exponentially distributed random fuzzy lifetime is then the 
derivative with respect to t 
(5.51) 
Recall how we defined the survival function in Section 3.2. 1 (Chapter 3), we now define a 
reliability function or survival function for a'random fuzzy lifetime and accordingly name it as the 
.:. 
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(5.52) 
Then, for exponential random fuzzy lifetime, its average chance reliability function is 
(5.53) 
We present all the technical details in step-by-step manner to exhibit the insight of the average 
chance distribution of an exponential random fuzzy failure time. The forms of exponential randoIll 
fuzzy failure time with triangular membership function in this subsection are merely special cases 
of the trapezoidal membership function. 
In standard statistical lifetime modeling and analysis reliability function reveals the system 
functioning behavior. The average chance reliability function should play similar roles in random 
fuzzy lifetime modeling and analysis. In order to obtain an intuitive perceptions of the average 
chance reliability function, let us assume that the trapezoidal membership function defined by (0.1, 
0.15,0.25,0.30), i.e., the parameters for specifying the membership function area = 0.1, b = 0.15, 
c = 0.25, d = 0.30. For comparison purposes, we define an exponentially distributed random 
lifetime with fixed valued parameter, 0.20, which is obtained by 
mp = E(,8)=0.20 (5.54) 
Then the reliability function for the exponentially distributed random lifetime with parameter 
mp =0.20 is 
R(t;0.20) = exp(-0.2t) (5.55) 
The corresponding average chance reliability function, R, (t; f3) : 
(5.56) 
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" I() , , 
Figure 5.5. I Exponential nmdom fliZZY lifetim~ ayerag~ chance reliahi lity (Red), corresponding 
~xponentialliretime reliahility (Blue), and the di fference function (Sienna) 
Intuitively, we ean sec that given two syst~ms: tirst an expon~ntially distrihuted mndom fuzzy 
system with trapezoidal memhership fllllction h - (0.10,0.15,0.25,0.30) and secolld all 
exponentially distributed random sjo;tem with parameter m, = 0.20. the first one enj oys a higher 
reliahi! ity than that of the second one. A rigorous mathematical proof should be pursued beli)re 
stating this impression as ~ geneml statement. 
However. the purpose of dncloping mndom fuzzy lifelime analysis theory is a serious effort to 
formlllat~ a jilUnciation for anal)'7ing rei iabil ity data c<)Heeted from system performance. In other 
woros. we ne~d to estimate the paramd~rs (u, b, c, d)' The estimation, or more accurately, ~ data· 
assimilated parameter value, which is implemented in tenns of the Maximum Avemge Chance 
Principlc discussed in Section 5, hy finding the derivatiyes ofth~ averag~ chance density f. (I) 
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where ( 61,62 ,63,64 ) = (a,b,c,d). Note in the expression of (Pe (tj) parameter (a,b) and (c,d) are 
not tied each other, therefore, we have two separately equation systems for parameter pairs (a,b) 
and (c,d) respectively: 
II (l+atj -abtj2 +a2tne-at, -(l+btj )e-bt, 
~ (l+atj)e-at, -(l+btj)e-bt, o 
65 
(5.58) 
II (1 + abtj2 -b2tne-at, -(l+btj -abtne-btl 
~ (l+at;)e-at, -(l+bt;)e-bt, o 
and 
(5.59) 
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Chapter 6. Maximum Average Chance Principle and 
Data-Assimilation 
66 
It is often assumed that the model error structure follows multivariate normal distribution and thus 
the likelihood function can be obtained in linear model theory. For random fuzzy variable theory, 
an important distribution is the average chance distribution by which the average chance function 
can be defined, for theoretical details, recall what we stated in Section 2.1 (Chapter 2). 
In this Chapter, we propose a data-assimilating algorithm for determining the unknown 
parameters of the average chance distribution. We use data-assimilation for deferring it from 
statistical estimation because statistical estimation and data-assimilation are both determining 
unknown parameters in terms of sampling data, however, statistical estimation is performed 
according the hypothesizing (random) population probability distribution while the data-
assimilation is performed according to the chance distribution, particularly, the average chance 
distribution, which is not population probability distribution at all. 
6.1 Maximum Average Chance Principle 
Let us assume that nlifetimes, t1,t2 ,···,t" are observed independently from the same (continuous) 
average chance distributio  ~(t,9), where 9 is the parameter (either scalar or vector) to specify the 
average chance distribution, i.e., the membe!Ship function ILp. Similar to the probabilistic 
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where 4> (t, 9) is the average chance density for the n lifetimes, t1, t2,·· ., t" . It is obvious that 
Equation (22) looks like the log-likelihood function in maximum likelihood estimation theory, but 
it is not. It is the log-average chance density for the random fuzzy lifetime sampled. 
For n i. i.d. lifetimes, t1, t2,·· ., t" ' the joint average chance density is 
" tp(tl't2'· ··,t", e) = IT ;(t;, e) (6.3) 
la1 
Now we are ready to state the maximum average chance principle for seeking data-assimilating 
parameter. 
Definition 6.1 (Maximum Average Chance Principle) For given random fuzzy lifetime sample 
tJ,t2,···,t", the best data-assimilating parameter is the sample function 9(t1,t2,···,t,,) to maximize 
the joint average chance density tp( t1, t2,··· ,t", e). Accordingly, the sample function 9( t1, t2'···' t,,) 
maximizing tp(tl't2,···,tll ,e) is called a maximum average chance estimates. 
It is obvious that maximizing the joint average chance density tp( t1, t2'···' t", e) is equivalent to 
maximizing the log-average chance function: 
" In(tp(tl't2,···,tll ,e)) = Lln;(tl,e) 
1-1 
Find the ftrst-derivatives with respective to parameter 9k , k = 1,2,···, p and set them equal to 
zero, we obtairi a nonlinear equation system 
The solution to equation system in Eq.(6.5) is a maximum average chance estimate for 
9 " (91' ... ,9 p ) • 
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In statistics, the common used principle is maximum likelihood estimation, where the estimated 
parameter(s) maximize the likelihood function. Parallel to maximum likelihood estimation, we 
defined average chance function according to hypothesizing random fuzzy population average 
chance distribution and then seeking the data-assimilating parameter(s) for maximize the average 
chance function, which may be regarded as a counterpart of likelihood function. 
6.2.1 Normal Random Fuzzy Variable with Triangular fuzzy parameter 
As for primary preparation, before we represent the regression modeling, we now state the normal 
random fuzzy variable with Triangular fuzzy parameter. 
Let <I> and ~ be the density and cdf for standard normal random variable respectively. Then, 
there is a normal random fuzzy variable with a triangular fuzzy mean of parameters ( a, b, c) . In 
this case, the average chance distribution for mean is 
'I'(x)= x-a (<I»(~)_<I»(X-b))+ x+c-2b(<I»(X-b)_<I»(~)) 2(b-a) (j (j 2(c-b) (j (j 
z-ll 




The average chance density is 
vr(x) = 1 (<I»(x-a)_<I»(x-b))+ x-a (;(x-a)_;(x-b)) 2(b-a) CT (j 2(b-a)(j CT CT 
+ 1 (<I»(X-b)_<1»(~))+ x+c-2b (;(X-b)_;(~))+.!.;(~) (6.7) 2(c-b) (j CT 2(c-b)CT (j CT CT (j 
1 (x-a ;<x-a)_ x-b ;<X-b»)_ 1 .(X-b ;<X-b)_~;<~») 2(b-a) CT CT CT CT 2(c-b) (j CT 'CT (j 
which is utilizing the differentiation formula of an integral: 
~(j f (X;t)u) = j df{x,t) u+ f(b{t),t) db{t) _ f(a{t),t) oo{t) 
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As usual, sampling distributions are critical for the construction of hypothesis testing. We 
will address the sampling average chance distributions. 
The sample mean, denoted as ~ = i: XI In , is a nonnal random fuzzy variable and the average 
I_I 
chance distribution of the sampling mean can be obtained by substituting (T by (T ,..[;, • The reason is 
obvious because 
'I'() x-a (4)( x-a J 4>( x-b JJ- x+C-2b(4)( x-b J 4>( x-c JJ 
. x = 2(b-a) u/Tn - u/Tn + 2(c-b) u/Tn - u/Tn 
x-a x-b 
+4>(~J- u/J";, j u;(u)du- u/J";, j u;(u)du 
u/J";, 2(b-a) x-b 2(c-b) x-c 
- -;JJ: -;JJ: 
(6.9) 
6.2.2 The Theoretical Foundation for Regression Modeling 
Dermition 6.2 (Average chance function) Let {~,~, ... ,xn} be a simple random sample 
drawing from a give population hypothesizing probability distribution F (x; 9) , where parameter-
vector ~ = (91,92 , •• ·,9, t ' "1 ~ 1 and parameter component 91 is a fuzzy variable with credibility 
distribution A80 (y) defined by pammeter-vector e and accordingly the average chance 
distribution is derivable and denoted as \II (x). Then the joint average chance densities, denoted as 
C(pT,02,···O,I{~,~,···,xn}) = fI V'(x; IpT ,02, ... 0,) 
- 1-1 
(6.10) 
.is called the (average) chance function. Similar to log-likelihood function definition, function 
Ie (pT ,02, .. O,I{ ~,X2'·· .,x,,}):; In C(~T ,02, ... 0, 1{~'X2'· .. ,Xn}) 
:; ~)nV'(xd~T ,02, ••• 0,) 
i-I 
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Therefore, here for a given simple random sample {Xi, ~, ... , x" }, the Maximum Average 
Chance Principle is the optimal data-assimilating parameter-vector (pT ,82,···8r)T, which is 
maximizing the average chance function or equivalently, maximizes the log-chance function. 
Later in the next Section, we will show you an industrial application, which is an example as 
the illustration of the searching an maximum average chance estimation of normal random fuzzy 
with triangular credibility distributed fuzzy mean with parameter (a,b,c) and fixed variance 
parameter q2 • 
70 
To a full data-assimilating parameter estimation of the coupled regression model specified by 




and y/ = A'x(i) ~ therefore the contribution of ,oIh sample to the avera~e chance function is 
vr(X
j
) = 1 (cI>((YI ~'!;g')-a]_cI>((Yj - '!;g')-b]J 
2(b-a) u u 
+ {Yi -'!;g')-a(;((Yi -'!;g')-a]_;((YI-'!;g')-b]J 
2(b-a)u . u u 
+ 2(C~b) ( ~((y, -!~) -b )-~e y, -!~) -c ] J 
+ (Yi - '!;g')+c- 2b (;((YI - '!;g')-b]_;((Yi - '!;g')-C]J+,!,;((Yj - '!;g') -c] 
2(c-b)u u u u u 
(6.14) 
l' ((Yi -,!;g')-a ~(Yi -5g')-a)_ (Yi -'!;g')-b (J((YI-'!;g')-b)] 
2(b-a) u u u u 
1 ((YI- .!;g')-b (J((Yi - '!;g')-b)_ (Yj - .!;g')-c (J((Yi -'!;g')-C)] 
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the parameter to be estimated are g=(~,~, ... ,ap-J for specifying the trending in the coupled 
regression DEMR model defined in Eq. (5), for the general setting, let (a,b,c) specify fuzzy mean 
e and tT for the variance, then the full log-chance function is 
" Ic (g, (a,b,e ),0' I {Xj,Xl,,· "x,,}) = ~)n( VI (x; I g, (a,b,e) ,0')) (6.15) 
;=1 
Then searching the unknown parameters, the optimization problem may be converted into the 
problem of solving (p + 4) nonlinear equation system as follows 





dlc(g, (a,b,e),O'I{Xj,~, ... ,x,,}) =0 
da 
dlc(g, (a,b,e),O'I{Xj,~, ... ,x,,}) =0 
db 
dlc (g, (a,b,e),O'I{Xj,Xl,""X,,)) 
--~----~~------~=O 
de 




It is obvious that searching the appropriate optimal data-assimilating parameter will be a difficult 
task and deserving a separate paper to deal with it. 
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Today. the fast-changing industrial environments pose an infonnation shortage problem during 
new product design and testing stage and thus the product controllable parameters can only be 
specified as fuzzy ones by combining similar product parameter specifications. new product 
parameter planned specifications and product designing team's experiences. 
72 
In this Section. we explore accelerating life niodel in tenns of two-parameter bathtub hazard 
family under random fuzzy environment. A foundational framework for the small sample 
reliability modeling and analysis using twO-parameter bathtub hazard family under the theories of 
fuzzy credibility measure and small sample asymptotic are discussed. An illustrative exainple of 
accelerating test is given by using TDDB Data of AV20W Hf-doped TaOxlSi. 
6.3.1 Accelerating Life Modeling 
AL model. in Ushakov and Harrison's definition. is 
(6.17) 
wherel = (Z!.Zl.···'Z,.t is covariate vector and g(.) is a positive real-valued function. The intrinsic 
and inherent character of accelerating life model is the covariate impact on system lifetime 
behaves as a scale (function) for lifetime. The covariate function in aggregation in AL model plays 
a role to stretch or condense the functional life time of the item under test. Different from AL 
model, proportional hazards model (abbreviated as PH model) proposed by Cox (1972), The 
covariate function in aggregation in PH model plays a role to stretch or condense the functional 
hazard of the item under test. 
h(t;Z) = 110 (t)g (Z) (6.18) 
AL model is a very critical approach in new product design stage beCause the product reliability 
infonnation can be obtained in a very short time period by applying higher stress level. 
In today's accelerating life test model, reliability analysts often debate the engagements of 
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still Weibull-extreme value distribution related. Table 6.1.1 collects the bathtub hazard family, 
since Smith and Bain. 
Table 6.3.1 Bathtub hazard families 
No h{t) Authors 
1 9{tt-
1 
exp( {ttl Smith and Bain (1975) (Product model) 
2 91t{ 1tt )&-I exp( (1tt t) Smith and Bain (1975) (Product model) 
3 
L+3t 
Hjorth (1980) (Additive model) 
t+y 
4 a+pt+yt2 Blische and Murthy (2000) 
5 exp( a +Pt + yt2) Blische and Murthy (2000) 
6 {1tt)&-1 + {1tt)8+1 , ge (0,1) (Additive model) 
7 9+{1-9){t+9t-1 +9t9 Guo, Kuo, and Zhao (2007) (Additive model) 
8 9+{1-9)(1tt+9)&-1 +9{1ttt Guo, Kuo, and Zhao (2007) (Additive Model) 
6.3.2 One-parameter Bathtub Hazard Families 
Role of One-Parameter Hazard 
Model efficiency is not only reflected by the goodness-of- fit but also reflected the number of the 
parameters, particularly in case of small sample. Less number of parameters with reasonable data-
assimilation is the goal to pursue. hi these aspects, the two one-parameter bathtub hazard deserve 
attention, Guo, Kuo, and Zhao . 
. h{t;9) = 9+{1-9){t+9)&-1 +9t9 (6.19) 
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As seen in later section, both Eq. (6.19) and Eq. (6.20) are special cased of the two-parameter 
bathtub hazard family with the setting the scale parameter'rr = 1. However, Guo, Kuo; and Zhao's 
bathtub is an additive model, while Smith and Bain's bathtub is a product model in nature. 
Critical Indices of Bathtub Hazard 
Working with bathtub hazard family, it is inevitable to ask for the indices for evaluating the hazard 
or criteria for the choice of an appropriate hazard family. 
Definition 6.3 The value of min h (t) is calied the bottom-rate of the bathtub, the value tb , such 
t~ 
that h (tb) = min (h (t )) is called as the bottom point of the bathtub. 
t~ 
Definition 6.4 In the interval (0. to) , hazard function demonstrates Sharp-decreasing pattern, the 
system suite when t E (0,1] is called the infant mortality (i.e., the so-called bum-in) stage. td is 
called the down turning point of the bathtub. 
nef"mition 6.5 The upper turning point of a bathtub is denoted as t" ' from which the system 
starts its wear-out state with a monotone increasing hazard rate. 
Definition 6.6 The interval [td,t,,] is called the bottom-interval, where the system is governed by 
memory-less failure law, and I" = t" -td is called as the bottom-length of a ~thtub hazard. 
Definition 6.7 When t E [td,t,,] , the hazard function changes slowly and demonstrates a 
(relatively) fl~t trend. In other words, for 'Vt E [to,tl ] and the hazard ratelh(t)-~nh(t~::5 E, for a 
pre-set 00. We call rf (h)= (h(t" )+h(t.))/2 as the flat rate, which is regarded as the system being 
governed by a "constant" rate. The system is called in a pseudo memory-less state because it can 
be treated as exponentially distributed with flat rate as its parameter. 
Table 6.3.2 Indices specifying bathtub hazard 
Term Notation Functional role 
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Down turning point td The end of infant mortality (the so-
called burn-in) state or the start of 
(pseudo) random failure state 
Upper turning point t" The end of ~SeudO) memory-less state 
or the start 0 the wear-out state with 
increasing failure rate 
Bonom-Interval [td,t,,] The interval where the system shows a 
(pseudo) memory-less state 
Bonom-Iength III The duration of (pseudo) constant 
failure rate state 
Flat rate rf (h) The average failure rate of pseudo 
memoryless state 
The critical indices defined will help us to have a non-probabilistic analysis ,on bathtub hazard. 
The reason why we perform an exploration the one-parameter bathtub hazard rate function in a 
non-probabilistic manner is due to a fundamental fact that the hazard function represents an aspect 
of a distribution that has physical meaning and that information about the nature of the hazard 
functioQ is helpful in selecting a model. 
A Non-Probabilistic Examination on Additive Model 
For the one-parameter additive bathtub hazard model. We will have an over view in terms of the 
three parts: Table 6.3.3, three regression models, and Figure 6.3.1, six bathtub curves under six 
grids of a from 0 to 0.3. 
Table 6.3.3 Bathtub bottom-interval and 9 
9 Bottom-interval [td,t,,] Bonom-Iength Ib Flat rate rf (h) 
0.05 [20,500] >500 '·0.125 
0.10 [20.0,130.0] 110 .0.285 
0.15 [20.0,60.0] 40 .0.45 
0.20 [10.0,40.0] 30 -0.643 
0.25 [6.0,25.0] 19 -0.838 , 
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The flat rate demonstrates a very strong linear relation with the parameter 9, a straight line is fitted 
for reflecting the linear functional. 
rlt (0)=-0.1092+3.9297 0 (R
2 =0.9878) 
(0.042!5) (0.218!1) (6.21) 
The length also demonstrates an functional relation with parameter value of 9, an exponential 
trend is obtained as 
-IS.26188 
I (0) = 681.8968e (2._1) (R2 =0.9301) 
b (I.S0302) 
(6.22) 
The flat rate and the bottom-length information may help the design of the product since it is 
possible for given bottom-length to decide the parameter 9 and thus determine the bathtub hazard 
h(t;9) in terms ofEq. (6.19) and Eq. (6.20) initially. 
0=0.40987-0.06094 In(lb) (R2 =0.9301) 
(0.034126) (D.0083SS7) 
(6.23) 
Since the information flat rate r, (h) and the bottom-length III are critical in designing the 
structure of a system under development, a drawing of bathtub curve will definitely help to 
understand the properties of the bathtub hazard family, particularly, the relevant indices: td ,t,. ,III' 
and r, (h) etc. Note here that for comparison purpose, we set the units of X-axis (time) and Y-Axis 
(hazard rate) the same. Therefore, the drawing of the curves are all focused on (or limited) time 
axis is ranged from 0 to 20 with the intention to see the infant mortality pattern behavior, the 
down-turning point, t d ' and the starting (part) of the memoryless failure hazard rate changing 
trend, the value of flat rate r, (h), and even the wear-out state in the last curve with 0 = 0.30. 
' .. 
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9=0.15. r,(h)-0.4SO 9=0.30, r,(h)-l.l25 
Figure 6.3.1 Patterns of the Additive Bathtub Curves 
We found out that as e evolves from 0.0 to 0.3, the length of the "bottom of the bathtub" (denoted 
as bottom-interval, [tLotU] ' such that h{t) '" constant for te [tLotU]) decreases. Furthermore, it looks 
that the down-turning point in the additive model case is relatively easy to be recognized. Such a 
feature may offer some conveniences for early design of the product and later data analysis. 
An Exploratory Look at Product Bathtub Model 
For the product type one-parameter bathtub hazard, we perform similar analyses. 
For the one-parameter product bathtub hazard model. We will have an over view also in terms 
of the three parts: Table IV, three regression models, and Figure n, six product bathtub curves 
under six grids of e from 0 to 0.3. However, the details are not all the same as these in additive 
bathtub case. 
Table 6.3.4 Bathtub down-turning point, bottom-rate, and a 
a Down-turning point t d Bottom- rate h (t" ) Flat rate 
0.05 3.759E+25 4.96E-17 0.01464 
0.10 3.487E+09 2.09E-06 0.03086 
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0.20 1.024E+03 4.27E-02 0.05040 
0.25 8.100E+01 1.86E-01 0.20492 
0.30 1.685E+01 4.28E-01 0.44863 
Note here we do not list the down-turning points in table as we do in Table 6.3.3 is because the 
chosen of them are slightly intuitive by eyes. 
The bottom-rate demonstrate~ a weak linear relation with the parameter 9, a straight line is fitted 
for reflecting the linear functional. 
h,,(9)=-0.I64I+1.5659 9 (R 2 =0.7274) 
. (0.0933) (0.4793) 
The flat-rate and 9 also demonstrates a weak linear relation as 
rf (h) = -0.13432+ 1.53497 9 (R 
2 = 0.7263) 
(0.09174) (0.47113) 
The bottom-point and 9 demonstrates some functional relation. We perform log-log-
transformation and successfully fit a linear relation. 
In (In (tb (9))) = 4.39737 -11. 7297 9 (R 2 = 0.9736) 
(0.18817) (0.96634) 
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8=0.10, ',(h) .. 0.03086 8 = 0.25, ',(h) .. 0.20492 
l,_ J u '--u u " 
u 
u -, , . . . u . . • r , . . u . . . r 
8 = 0.15, "( h) .. 0.05635 8=0.30, ,,(h) .. 0.44863 
Figure 6.3.2 Patterns of the ProdUct Bathtub Curves 
Comparing to the additive bathtub hazard curves, product bathtub hazard curves demonstrate 
much lower bottom-point, tb , and accordingly lower flat-rate. However, thetuming points of the 
bathtub are difficult to identify, which may cause inconveniences in design and analysis. 
Finally, form the above subsection C and D, these non-probabilistic exploratory analyses will help 
us to be confident on the capacity of an adequate flexibility for data-assimilation. 
We expect these intuitive explorations will provide useful information either in product 
specification design or in maximum likelihood estimation (initial value settings of parameter). 
Even, before the estimation starts, we may obtain these estimates of the indices, say, r, (h), td , and 
9 respectively. 
Properties of Additive Bathtub Hazard 
The survival function of the one-parameter bathtub hazard family is 
S(t;8) = exp ( (l-8)88-1-( 8t+ 1~8 (t+8)' + 8:1 t8+I)) 
Accordingly, the distribution function is 
F(t;8) =1-exP((1-8)88-1 -( 8t+ 1~8 (t+8)' + 8:1 t8+I)) 
The moment generating function of the one-parameter bathtub family is difficult to find::-
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(6.28) 
And thus we can find the sample cumulant generating function 
(6.29) 
Then an empirical small sample asymptotic analysis may be engaged with the help of sample 
cumulant generating function: 
Finally, we have to point out that the proposal of the one-parameter hazard model does not 
have theoretical justification but just an engineering intuition and an empirical data analysis 
motivation -less parameter and good flexibility in model fitting. 
6.3.3 A Two-parameter Additive Bathtub Family 
As Table 6.3.1 shows the two-parameter bathtub hazard proposed by Guo, Kuo, and Zhao is more 
complicated in its functional form that that of Smith and Bain. We expect such complexity in 
formation will help us to gain more flexibility in explaining the behavior of hazard function.· 
The Density Function of a Two-parameter Bathtub 
The two-parameter bathtub hazard takes the form 
h(t;9, x) = 9+ (1-9)( 1tt +9)8-1 +9( 1tt)8 
The survival distribution function is 
(1-e)1f-' (( 1-9 e 9 8+1)) 
S (t;9, n) = e It exp -9t+ 1t9 (1tt +9) + (1 +9) (1tt) 
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f ( t; 0, x) = h ( t; 0, x) S ( t; 0, x) 
= (0+ (1-0)( xt + 0)8-1 + O{ n:t)8)X 
(1-8lse-' (( 1 0 0 J) e-x-exp - Ot+ ~ {n:t+0)8 + (1+0) (xt)&i-I (6.32) 
Log-Likelihood Function for 0 
Note that the two-parameter bathtub hazar4 is rooted in the one-parameter one with the scale 
factor, 1\, added in. The value of 1\ comes from the data collected for a given system or product. 
Therefore, the estimation is still one-parameter bathtub hazard problem with 1\ being fixed at 










Then, the density of the two-parameter bathtub hazard is 
(6.37) 
Let the observation of the data take the form . 
(6.38) 
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It 
L(9IK)= llf(t;;9,'lto) (6.39) 
1=1 
The log-likelihood function is 
It 
1(91 K) = L:In(f (t;;9, 'Ito)) 
;=1 
(6.40) 
Maximum Likelihood Estimate for 9 
As a standard maximum likelihood procedure, it is necessary to derive the fIrst-order derivative of 
the log-likelihood function with respect to parameter 9 and set it to zero. 
d -/(9IK)=O 
d9 
Now, we need to derive the expression of dl{91 K)/d9. We notice it as above. i.e., 
d It H' (t 9) It I It 
-1(91 K)= nC' (9)+ L: (I') - L:tl +-2 L:A(t;,9) 
d9 . ;=1 H t,,9 ;=1 'lto9 1=1 
I It I It ,lit , 
+ 2 L:B(tI'9)--L:A (t,,9) ( ) L:B (t,,9) 
(1 + 9) 'Ito ;=1 'lto9 1=1 1 + 9 'Ito ;=1 
where 
B' (t,9) = ('Itt )8+1 In ('Itt) 
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Asymptotic Inference on 0 
The asymptotic inference is involved the second-order derivative of 1(91 K) with respect to 0, i.e., 
(6.47) 
where 








Let us denote the maximum like estimate as a and also denoted the variance as 
v- 1 
- d21(01 K) (6.52) 
- d02 
Then Quantity (a-a)/.JV is asy~ptotically distributed as a standard normal random variable. Th~ 
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6.3.4 A Two-parameter Product Bathtub Family 
The two-parameter product bathtub hazard is proposed by Smith and Bain 
(6.53) 
Note that the Survival function is 
(6.54) 
And the density function is 
(6.54) 
(6.55) 
and the log-likelihood function is 
n n n 
1(91 K) = nln(err9)+(9-1) ~)n(1ttj)+ 2:Q(tj ,9)-2:eQ(I,.8) (6.56) 
j~1 1=1 j=1 
Now we are ready to derive the first-order derivative of 1(91 K) with respect to 9 
(6.57) 
Set dl (91 K)/d9 = 0, we obtain a nonlinear equation: 
(6.58) 















whichis the asymptotic variance for the MLE. 
An example of maximum likelihood estimation is shown in Section 6.4.1. 
6.3.5 Fuzzy Variable in AL modeling 
Product design specification is one thing and the product in use is another thing because product 
must ~ tuned up to a particular application environment. Furthermore, in the product design stage, 
there is often a shortage of the information on the product under designing but there is very rich 
knowledge on its former sequence of similar products. Therefore, using a (scalar) fuzzy (variable) 
parameter to replace a fixed one would be logical and lead to realistic analysis for further decision 
making of the product design and production. If the scale parameter of the two-parameter bathtub 
hazard family is a triangular fuzzy variable with membership function. 
y-a,. 




h .. ~y<c1t (6.61) 
c,.-h,. 
0 otherwise 
Then according to Liu, this will result a random fuzzy variable, which could be described by 
average chance distribution. For Liu's credibility measure theoru and random fuzzy variable 
theory in general, we have a brief Appendix for interested readers, although the materials are quite 
abstract. For reliability engineers, it is not necessary to battle with Appendix, rather, to follow the 
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The average chance measure, which is the counterpart of the probability measure, of event {~s t} is 
1 
ch {~ ~ t} = J Cr { 'It : Pr {~(-It, W ) ~ t } ~ n} dn (6.62) 
o 
The critical step is to derive the expression of {'It : Pr {~( 'It, W) ~ t} ~ n} : 
Note that event {'It: Pr{~('It,W) ~ t} ~ n} is equivalentto event {1t:1t ~ ~ln(-ln((l-a)/e))/t} since 




{'It: eexp ( -i"')') ~ 1- n} 
{:} 
{~:(~t)' ~ln(~In(I~Q )]} 
{:} 
.{~:~ ~ ~'ln( _1n(I~Q )]1 
Further we notice that from Eq. (6.61), the credibility measure of event Cr{ 1t ~ y} is 
1 ify Sa. 
2b.-a.- y 




ifb. Sy <a. 
2(c.-b.) 
0 ify ~c. 
Table 6.3.5 Integration with respect to a E [0,1] . 
Rangejor a The integrand 
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O<g(a)Sa. a"" <aS1.0 1 
a. <g(a)Sb. a"" <asa"" 
2b. -a. - g( a) 
2(b. -aK) 
bK <g(a)scK ac• <as.ab• 
cK-g(a) 
2(cK -bK) 





respectively. Then, we will obtain the average chance distribution 
Now, in tenns of change of variable, we finally reach 
'P{t) =ch{~St} 
= eexp( -J ... r ) + ~~.--~i (exp( -J ... J' ) -exp( -J ... r )) 
+ CK~ ( exp( -e(cali') _ exp( -e(bat)' ) ) 
2{cK bK) (6.68) 
+ 1 (exp(-e(DaI)' )_exp(-e(IJ:,.I)e)) 
2{bK-~) . 
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6.4 Random Fuzzy Surival Analysis with Smith-Bain Hazard 
Function 
88 
Life-time survival analysis is critical in reliability engineering. An abbreviation of accelerating life 
model is a one of the commonly used approaches in new product design stage because the product 
reliability information can be obtained in a very short time period by applying higher stress level. 
Definitely, if the stress level is unknown, we can search parameter pair (8,8) by solving the 
following nonlinear equation system 
6.4.1 Maximum likelihood estimation under random fuzzy lifetime context 
(6.69) 
In this section, we look at the life-time differently, i.e., we treat the lifetime as random fuzzy 
observa~ons, which may include censoring lifetime observations. Here we can "borrow" the 
likelihood function construction idea from standard statistical lifetime data analysis to form a 
"random fuzzy likelihood" function. For the bathtub (Smith Bain, 1976) case, we still have the two 
parameter pair (8,Jr). However, now we assume the "stress" (or scale) parameter Jr be a fuzzy 
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'P(t;9,a,b,e,d) =ch{T St} 
= eexp( -exp( (at}") )+~{exp( -exp( (ct)") )-exp( -exp( (bt)"))) 
where 
+ ~~b-_a~) (exp( -exp( (bt)") )-exp( -exp( (at)"))) 
. M 
2(b~a) (bexp( -exp( (bt)") )-aexp( -exp( (at)")))+ 2(b~a)t l( exp( -exp(yll)) ~y 




_e) (d exp( -exp( (dt)")) -eexp( -exp( (ct)lI))) + 2( d ~e )t J( exp( -exp(yll ))~y 
A (t; 9, a) = exp (- exp (at)8)) .. 
B(t;9,b)=exp(-exp(bt)8)), 
C (t; 9, c) = exp (- exp ( et)8)), 




Then the average chance distribution can be simplified as in terms of re-expressing Eq. (6.71) via 
Eq. (6.72) 
M • 
. \}I(t;9,a,b,e,d)= ( e ) J(exp(-exp(y8))~y+ ( e ) J(exp(-exp(y'))~y (6.73) 
. 2b-at at 2d-et ct 
Therefore, the average density is 
'If (t; 9, a,b,e,d) 
M ~ 
.=- ( e ) 2 J(exp(-exp(y8))~y- ( e ) 2 J(exp(-exp(y8))~y 
_ 2b-at/J, 2d-et c, 
+ 2(b ~ a )t (bexp( -exp( (bt)8)) - aexp (-exp( (at)8))) (6.74) 
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Then the "likelihood function" given the random fuzzy lifetime observations K" ={t1,tz,···,tn } takes 
the fonn 
" L(a,a,b,c,d I K*) = I1 ,¢(t/;9,a,b,c,d) (6.75) 
/=1 
which leads to a "log- likelihood function" 
" 
I (9,a,b,c,d I K*) = L:ln ,¢(t;;9,a,b,c,d) (6.76) 
;=1 
See Appendix A for the frrst-order partial derivatives and the non-linear equation system. 
6.4.2 Maximum average \ce e~imation 
Although we did obtain a general M-function system for the parameter (fJ,Q,b,c,dt, there is still 
some fundamental issue links to the "likelihood" function of random fuzzy lifetimes. 
Liu (2007) stat~s a Maximum Uncertainty Principle: "For any event, if there are multiple 
reasonable values that a measure may take, then the value as close as 0.5 as possible is assigned to 
. the event". 
Then a maximum average chance principle can similarly stated although the average chance 
measure does not belong to the uncertainty measure (Liu, 2004) family. Let event 
sequence{~,A.z,···,A,,}, then we expect· 
" 2 
J = L:(ch{~}-0.5) (6.77) 
;=1 
is minimized. 
For given random fuzzy life times K" ={tl'tz,···,tn } ,we are expecting the parameter (fJ,Q,b,c,dt 
should minimizes the maximum average chance uncertainty criterion 
* II 2 
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, 
Then an average chance M-estimator for (fJ,Q,b,c,dt, denoted as (e,(j,b,c,a{ should satisfy the 
following equation system 
n 0 
fr ('I' (tl ;9,a,b,c,d)-0.5) as 'I' (tl ;9,a,b,c,d) = 0 
n 0 L ('I' (tj ; 9, a,b, c,d) -0.5):;- 'I' (tl ; 9,a,b, c,d) = 0 
~ ~ 




fr('I' (tl ;9,a,b,c,d)-0.5) oc 'I' (tl ;9,a,b,c,d) = 0 
II 0 L ('I' (tj ;9,a,b,c,d)-0.5)-:\'I' (tl ;9,a,b,c,d) = 0 
~ ~ 
where the partial derivatives of 'II (-) with respect to parameters are 
• • 
:: 'I'{t) e . If I.e" .e--el.ln{Y)]dY+ e . If l.t" .e-r' .In{Y)]dy 
uo 2{a-b)t JL . 2{c-d)t JL _ a (6.80) 
ht 
~'I'{t) e . ~(e-'; )dy e .e-J.,f 
oa 2{b-a)2 t l~ .. 2{b-a) (6.81) 
(6.82) 
tit 
o \Il{ ) e ]( -e')d e _J"f -y t = . e y- ·e 
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6.5 An Industrial Example of Random Fuzzy Analysis 
MOS ~apacitor, with the Wtldure of Alihigh-k/Si, is a high k dicle~tri~ [ilm betwe~n aluminum 
gate electrode and sili~on substrate. 
TtIe>e capacitors are fabricat~d and t~sted_ TIle high-k dielectric under test is 20W HI-doped TaO,. 
ji'lm_ See fligure 6--'_1 for the schem~tic l~yout of the s~mple and Table 6,3,1 for infonnation of the 
sample capacitors, 
I V 
gate siie A 
I.. ___ .;::metal 
SiO, or high k die1ewks 
,ilin}O "'I' 
~ 
fligure 6.3.3 Schematic 'trucrure of Q MOS capacitor 
Table 6,3.6 High-1 didedric films lInder lest 
High-k Thick"es,' GawSjz~ £01' 
, 
K 
TJieh~"r;" (J(r;"",'j (rim) 111m) (allMHzj 
Tllm FIlM 
20WHF-noPFn 62-63 J.8J 2.19 lL3 
TAG, 
• , "'IUlvalent OXide Th,clmess 
C(}n<tant ,'(}ltage ,{res< tests are perfmmed on the capacitors to collect time-depended dielectric 
br~akdown (TDDB) dam. The jllmp of leabge current at 1& moment of breakd(}\vn canl:>e dearly 
identified in the tests. Each is t~sled individually ilIll! breaks down independently_ The (}rdered 
hrenkdown times in seconds at the an'dua/ed SlreM of 7.7 MY/~m 'are recorded ,,>: 9 18 20 
"B •• ,a'D'hn'."'.""W07wm7WDD'."78 
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. 6.5.1 Data Computation of Fuzzy Variable in AL modeling 
The data computation is based on the bathtub hazard function (Smith Bain, 1976) 
h(t;1/,P) = 1/P(T/t)ft-t exp( (T/t )ft). The data are time-depended dielectric breakdown (TODB) data 
(Kuo,W, 2(06) 
To search for a value of the random fuzzy parameter, we divide the arithmetic into two parts. 
First part we assume that 1/is a constant as for the condition. We tried value 7.7 and 1, 
respectively. 
For log-likelihood function of the above hazard, take fIrSt order derivative with respect to p: 
where n = 34 in this case. 
(B1) 
We here use do-loop method to search the estimate of p. For 1/ = 7.7, we search until 
P=O.0372206478 , so that a~I(T/,P)=2.57084E-07; For 1/=1, we search untilp=O.048108959, 
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Figure 6.4.1 Computing process wilen IJ i, constant 
Tik:n, take the second order of derivative with ""pect to p: 
We obtain [he result of variauce V, v = ( il', I ('1,P))-' 
op-
Table 6.4 .1 Comparisou of l'e,ult when 17 is constant 
I 
P iijil('1,P) V 
'I n 0.03722{)6478 O.l()()()(.:l257084 O.OOXJl7'J9 
----
'I = I 0.Q4810S959 O.l)()OOJOS95259 O,OCOO2966 
L-'--- -
Apparently. the re,ult of variauce under 17 " 7.7 is more close [0 larget zero than it i. under 17 = I . 
Second part Now consider 'I ~, a funy p~J<l n"'t~r following a (,,"peloidal membership 
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Figure 6.4.3 shows the output result aftcl' computation. Thc I'c:;ults reflect th~ highl Y pr~"ision 
estimation valu~. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions 
In this thesis, we first reviewed non-classical credibility measure theory, and extract basis 
discussion, developed the Liu (2006) Credibility measure theory, and then a scalar fuzzy variable. 
We defmed the random fuzzy concept and discussed the Entropy Principle and Average Chance 
Measure to specify a theoretical frame for modeling random fuzzy lifetimes and the average 
chance distributions. We propose a criterion for a data-assimilating parameter specifying the 
average chance distribution of a random fuzzy lifetime, using a Maximum Average Chance 
Principle. We use exponentially distributed random fuzzy lifetime with a trapezoidal membership 
function as an example to illustrate the model developments within random fuzzy lifetimes. 
At last, we propose a two-parameter bathtub hazard family and developed the MLE procedure. An 
illustrative example of accelerating test is given by using TDDB Data of A1I20W Hf-doped 
TaOx/Si. We further use Maximum Uncertainty Principle for developing a random fuzzy M-
estimation of parameter for Smith and Bain bathtub hazard distribution and analyzed the data 
TDDB Data of A1I20W Hf-doped TaOx/Si. The analysis evidently showed that the vagueness has 
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Appendix A: Computation Equations for Maximum 
Likelihood Analysis 
101 " 
For carrying out the computation, we did the mathematic derivation start from Smith and Bain's 
Bathtub Functions which takes the form h(t;T),P} =T)P(T)tt-1 exp( (T)t t) 
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Appendix B: Computation Programme for Maximum 
Likelihood Analysis 
1. Below is the Program code written in VBA, for computation to search the parameter Ii in terms 
of the constant parameter 11 in the two parameters Bathtub Hazard function. 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim ETA, sum As Double 
ETA = ActiveSheet.Cells(1, 3).Value 
sum=O 
Fori =2 To 35 
sum = sum + Log(ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value * ETA) 
Next , 
ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 5).Value = sum 
End Sub 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim ETA, beta, sum As Double 
ETA = ActiveSheet.Cells(1, 3).Value 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(18, 2).Value 
sum=O 
Fori =2 To 35 
sum = s~ + (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value '" ETA)" beta * Log(ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value 
"'ETA) 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(18, 6).Value = sum 
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Dim i As Integer 
Dim ETA, beta, sum As Double 
ETA = ActiveSheet.Cells(1, 3).Value 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(18, 2).Value 
sum =0 
Fori=2 To 35 
sum = sum + Exp«ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value * ETA) 1\ beta) * «ActiveSheet:Cells(i, 
I).Value. ETA) 1\ beta) * Log(ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value * ETA) 
Next. 
ActiveSheet.Cells(18, 7).Value = sum 
End Sub 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim ETA, beta, sum As Double 
ETA = ActiveSheet.Cells(1, 3).Value 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(18, 2).Value 
sum=O 
Fori =2 To 35 
104 
sum = sum + (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value * ETA) 1\ beta * (Log(ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value 
* ETA» 1\ 2 . 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(I8, II).Value = sum 
End Sub 
Sub ColumnJ..() 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim ETA, beta, sum As Double 
ETA = ActiveSheet.Cells(I, 3).Value •.. 
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sum =0 
Fori = 2 To 35 
sum = sum + Exp«ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value * ETA) II. beta) * «ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value * ETA) II. beta) * (Log(ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value * ETA» II. 2 * «ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value * ETA) II. beta + 1) 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(I8, I2).Value = sum 
End Sub 
2. Below is the Program code written in VBA, for estimating the fuzzy parameters p, a, b, c, d , 
under the Average Chance Distribution. 
Dim i As Integer· 
Dim beta, a, b, c, d, Psi, PsiBeta, sum As Double 
.beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 38).Value 
a = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 39).Value 
b = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 40).Value 
c = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 4I).Value 
d = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 42).Value 
sum=O 
Fori=2 To 35 
Psi = b * Exp(1) I (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«b * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) II. beta)))_ 
- a * ExpO) I (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«a * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) II. beta»)_ 
+ d * Exp(1) I (2 * (d - c) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-ExP«d * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) II. beta») _ 
- c * Exp(1) I (2 * (d - c) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-ExP«c * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) II. beta»)_ 
- ExP(I) I (2 * (b - a) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) II. 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 49).Value) . 
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PsiBeta = -b * Exp(1) / (2 * (b - a) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (b * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value) A beta * Exp«b * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, l).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«b * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta» * Log(b * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, l).Value)_ 
+ a * ExP(I) / (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (a * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I). Value) A beta * Exp«a * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«a * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta» * Log(a * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value)_ 
- d * Exp(l) / (2* (d - c) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (d * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value) A beta * Exp«d * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, l).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«d * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta» * Log(d * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, l).Value)_ 
+ e * Exp(I) / (2 * (d - c) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (e * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value) A beta * Exp«e * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I). Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«e * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»'* Log(e * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value)_ 
+ Exp(1) / (2 * (b - a) * (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A 2) * (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
5I).Value) _ -
+ Exp(1) / (2 * (d - c) * (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A 2) * (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
52).Value) . 
. . sum = sum + (1/ Psi) '" PsiBeta 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(48, 44).Value = sum 
End Sub 
Sub Colum~SO 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim beta, a, b, e, d, Psi,.PsiA, sum A  Double 
beta = AetiveSheet.Cells(2, 38).Value 
• a = AetiveSheet.Cells(46, 39).Value 
b = AetiveSheet.Cells(46, 40).Value 
e = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 4I).Value 
d = AetiveSheet.Cells(46, 42).Value 
sum=O 
Fori = 2 To 35 
Psi = b * Exp(1) / (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-ExP«b * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta») _ . 
- a * Exp(1) / (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«a * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta)))_, 
+ d * ExP(I) / (2 * (d -c) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp( -ExP«d * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta))) _ .. 
- e * Exp(1) / (2 * (d - c) * AetiveSheet:Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«e * 
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- Exp(I) / (2 * (b - a) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 49).Value) 
- Exp(1) / (2 * (d - c) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) 1\ 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 50).Value) 
PsiA = b * Exp(1) / (2 * (b - a) 1\ 2 * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«b * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta» _ 
- b * Exp(I) / (2 * (b - a) 1\ 2 * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«a * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta» _ 
+ a * Exp(1) * beta / (2 * (b - a» * (a * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ (beta - 1) * Exp«a * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta) * Exp(-Exp«a * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta»_ 
+ Exp(1) / (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«a * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value) 1\ beta» _ ' 
- Exp(I) / (2 * (b' - a) 1\ 2 * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
49).Value) 
sum = sum + (1/ Psi) * PsiA 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 45).Value = sum 
End Sub 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim beta, ~ b, c, d, Psi, PsiB, sum As Double 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 38).Value 
a = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 39).Value 
b = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 4O).Value 
c = ActiveSheet.Ce11s(46, 4I).Value 
d = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 42).Value 
sum=O 
Fori = 2 To 35 
Psi = b * Exp(1) / (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«b * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta») _ . 
- a * Exp(I) / (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«a ~ 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta))) _ 
+ d * Exp(1) / (2 * (d - c) * ActiveSheet.Ce11s(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«d * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta») _ 
- c * Exp(1) / (2 * (d - c) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«c * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta)))_ 
- Exp(I) / (2 * (b - a)* (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 49).Value) 
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PsiB = a * Exp(1)! (2 * (b - a) 1\ 2 * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«a * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) 1\ beta»_ 
- a * Exp(1)! (2 * (b - a) 1\ 2 * ActiveSheet.Cells(i. I).Value) * Exp(-ExP«b * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta»_ 
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- b * Exp(1) * beta! (2 * (b - a» * (b * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ (beta - 1) * Exp«b * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta) * Exp(-Exp«b * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta»_ 
- Exp(I)! (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«b * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
1). Value) 1\ beta»_ 
- Exp(I)! (2 * (b - a) 1\ 2 * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i. I).Value) 1\ 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i. 
49).Value) 
sum = sum + (I!Psi) * PsiB 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 46).Value = sum 
End Sub 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim beta, a, b, c, d, Psi, PsiC. sum As Double 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 38). Value 
a = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 39).Value 
b = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 4O).Value 
c = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 4I).Vallle 
d = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 42).Value 
sum=O 
Fori =2 To 35 
Psi = b * Exp(1)! (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-ExP«b * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta») _ . 
- a * Exp(I)! (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«a * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i. I).Value) 1\ beta»)_ 
+ d * ExP(I)! (2 * (d - c) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«d * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta»)_ 
- c * Exp(1)! (2 * (d - c) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«c * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta»)_ 
- Exp(1)! (2 * (b - a) *,(ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i. 49).Value) 
- Exp(1)! (2 * (d - c) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) 1\ 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 50).Value) 
PsiC = d * Exp(I)! (2 * (d - c) 1\ 2 * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-ExP«d * 
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- d * Exp(l) / (2 * (d - c) 1\ 2 * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) * Exp(-Exp«c * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) 1\ beta»_ 
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+ c * Exp(l) * beta / (2 * (d - c» * (c * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) 1\ (beta - 1) * ExP«c * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) 1\ beta) * Exp(-ExP«c * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) 1\ beta»_ 
+ Exp(l) / (2 * (d - c) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) * Exp(-Exp«c * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
1). Value) 1\ beta»_ 
- Exp(1) / (2 * (d - c) 1\ 2 * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) 1\ 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
50).Value) 
sum = sum + (1/ Psi) * PsiC 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 47).Value = sum 
End Sub 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim beta, a, b, c, d, Psi, PsiD, sum As Double 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 38).Value 
a = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 39).Value 
b = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 4O).Value 
c = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 41).Value 
d = ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 42).Value 
sum=O 
Fori = 2 To 35 
Psi = b * Exp(l) / (2 * (b0_ a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) *(Exp(-Exp«b * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) 1\ beta»)_ 
- a * Exp(1) / (2 * (b - a) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) * (Exp(-Exp«a * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) 1\ beta»)_ 
+ d * Exp(1) / (2 * (d - c) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«d * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) 1\ beta») _ 
- c * ExP(l) / (2 * (d - c) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) * (Exp(-Exp«c * 
ActiveSheet.Ce~ls(i, 1).Value) 1\ beta») _ 
- Exp(1) / (2 * (b - a) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) 1\ 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 49).Value) 
- ExP(l) / (2 * (d - c) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) 1\ 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 50).Value) 
PsiD = c * Exp(l) / (2 * (d - c) 1\ 2 * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1).Value) * Exp(-Exp«c * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) 1\ beta» _ 
- c * ExP(I) / (2 * (d - c) 1\ 2 * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, ib.Value) * Exp(-Exp«d * 
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- d ... Exp(1) ... beta 1(2'" (d - c» ... (d ... ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ (beta - 1) ... Exp«d ... 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta) ... Exp(-ExP«d ... ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta»_ 
- Exp(I) I (2'" (d - c) ... ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) ... Exp(-Exp«d ... ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value) 1\ beta»_ 
- Exp(1) I (2'" (d - c) 1\ 2 ... (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ 2) ... (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
50).Value) 
sum = sum + (11 Psi) ... PsiD 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(46, 48).Value = sum 
End Sub 
'This is a program work for 5 results together by one time 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim beta, a, b, c, d, Psi,PsiBeta, PsiA, PsiB, PsiC, PsiD, sum, sumI, sum2, sum3, sum4, sumS As 
Double 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(70, 38).Value 
a = ActiveSheet.Cells(70, 39).Value 
b = ActiveSheet.Cells(70, 40).Value 
c = ActiveSheet.Cells(70, 4I).Value 






Fori =2 To 35 
Psi = b ... Exp(I) I (2'" (b - a) ... ActiveSheet.Cells(i, l).Value) ... (ExP(-Exp«b ... 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta»)_ 
- a'" ExP(I) I (2'" (b - a) ... ActiveSheet.Cells(i; I).Value) ... (Exp(~Exp«a ... 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) 1\ beta»)_ 
+ d ... ExP(I) I (2'" (d - c) ... ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) ... (Exp(-Exp«d ... 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta»)_ 
- c ... Exp(1) I (2'" (d - c) ... ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) ... (Exp(-Exp«c ... 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ beta»)_ 
- Exp(l) I (2'" (b - a) ... (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) 1\ 2)'" (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 49).Value) 
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PsiBeta = -b * ExP(I) , (2 * (b - a) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (b * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value) A beta * Exp«b * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«b * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta» * Log(b * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value)_ 
+ a * Exp(I)' (2 * (b - a) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (a * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value) A beta * Exp«a * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«a * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta» * Log(a * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value)_ 
- d * Exp(I)' (2 * (d - e) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (d * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
1). Value) A beta * Exp«d * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«d * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta» * Log(d * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, l).Value)_ 
+ e * ExP(I) , (2 * (d - e) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * (e * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
l).V3Iue) A beta * Exp«e * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«e * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) A beta» * Log(e * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value)_ 
+-Exp(1), (2 * (b - a) * (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A 2)'" (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
5I).Value) _ 
+ Exp(I)' (2 * (d - e) * (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
52). Value) 
PsiA = b * Exp(1) , (2 * (b - a) A 2 * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«b * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»_ 
- b * Exp(I)' (2 * (b - a) A 2 * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, D.Value) * Exp(-Exp«a * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta» _ 
+ a * Exp(I) * beta' (2 * (b - a» * (a * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A (beta - 1) * Exp«a * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«a * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»_ 
+ ExpO)' (2 * (b - a) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«a * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
l).Value) A beta» _ -' 
- Exp(1) , (2 * (b - a) A 2 * (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A 2) * (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
49).Value) 
PsiB = a * Exp(l) , (2 * (b - a) A 2 * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, l).Value) * Exp(-Exp«a * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»_ 
- a * ExpO)' (2 * (b - a) A 2 * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«b * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»_ 
- b * Exp(1) * beta' (2 * (b - a» * (b * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A (beta - 1) * Exp«b * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«b * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»_ 
- Exp(1) , (2 * (b - a) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value} * Exp(-Exp«b * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value) A beta»_ 
- ExP(I) , (2 * (b - a) A 2 * (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A 2) * (AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
49).Value) 
PsiC == d * Exp(1) , (2 * (d - e) A 2 * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, l).Value) * Exp(-Exp«d * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»_ 
- d * Exp(1) , (2 * (d - e) A 2 * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«e * 
AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta» _ 
+ e * Exp(1) * beta' (2 * (d - e» * (e* AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A (beta - 1) * Exp«e * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«e * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»_ 
+ ExP(I) , (2 * (d - e) * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«e * AetiveSheet.Cells(i, 
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- Exp(1) I (2 * (d - c) A 2 * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
SO).Value) 
PsiD = c * Exp(1) I (2 * (d - c) A 2 * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 1). Value) * Exp(-Exp«c * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»_ 
- c * Exp(1) I (2 * (d - c) A 2 * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-ExP«d * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»_ 
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- d * ExP(I) * beta I (2 * (d - c» * (d * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A (beta - 1) * Exp«d * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta) * Exp(-Exp«d * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A beta»_ 
- Exp(1) I (2 * (d - c) * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) * Exp(-Exp«d * ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
I).Value) A beta»_ 
- ExP(I) I (2 * (d - c) A 2 * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, I).Value) A 2) * (ActiveSheet.Cells(i, 
SO).Value) 
sumI = sumI + (11 Psi) * PsiBeta 
s0m2 = s0m2 + (11 Psi) * PsiA 
sum3 = s0m3 + (11 Psi) * PsiB 
sum4 = sum4 + (11 Psi) * PsiC 
sumS = sumS + (11 Psi) * PsiD 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(70, 44).Value = sumI 
ActiveSheet.Cells(70, 4S).Value = s0m2 
ActiveSheet.Cells(70, 46).Value = s0m3 
ActiveSheet.Cells(70, 47).Value = sum4 
ActiveSheet.Cells(70, 48).Value = sumS 
End Sub 
3. Here below is the programme design for computing the integral terms which are contained in the 
Average Chance function's equations system 
Public Function integral_baO 
Dim i, j, k As Integer 
Dim beta, a, b, h, XO, sum As Double 
Dim mg As Range 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 2).Value 
a = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 3).Value 
b = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 4).Value . 
h=I 
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v = Worksheets("sheet2").Range("A2:A35").Value 
Set mg = ActiveSheet.Range("A2:A35") 
Withmg 
For i = 1 To .Columns.Count 
For j = 1 To .Rows.Count 
XO = a * v(j, i) 'Set lowerlimit boundray 
sum=O 
For k = 1 To «b - a) * v(j, i) I h - 1) 
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sum = sum + «XO + k * h) 1\ beta) * Exp«XO + k * h) 1\ beta) * Exp(-Exp«XO + k * h) 1\ beta» 
* Log(XO + k * h) 
Next 
. ActiveSheet.Cells(j + 1, i + 12).Value = h * sum + 0.5 * h * (XO 1\ beta * Exp(XO 1\ beta) * Exp(-
ExP(XO 1\ beta» * Log(XO) + _ 
(XO + (b - a) * v(j, i» 1\ beta * Exp«XO + (b - a) * v(j, i» 1\ beta) * Exp( -Exp«XO + (b - a) * v(j, 





PQblic Function integral_dcO 
Dim i, j, k As Integer 
Dim beta, c, d, h, XO, sum As Double 
Dim mg As Range 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 2).Value 
c = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 5).Value 
d = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 6).Value 
h = 1 'Set tiny distance for cutting the trapezoid piecewise 
v = Worksheets("sheet2").Range("A2:A35").Value 
Set mg = ActiveSheet.Range("A2:A35") 
Withmg 
For i = 1 To .Columns.Count 
For j = 1 To .Rows.Count 
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sum=O 
For k = 1 To «d - c) * v(j, i) I h - 1) 
sum = sum + «XO + k * h) 1\ beta) * Exp«XO + k * h) 1\ beta) * Exp( -Exp«XO + k * h) 1\ beta» 
* Log(XO + k * h) 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(j + 1, i + 19).Value = h * sum + 0.5 * h * (XO 1\ beta * Exp(XO 1\ beta) * Exp(-
Exp(XO 1\ beta» * Log(XO) + _ 
(XO + (d - c) * v(j, i» 1\ beta * Exp«XO + (d - c) * v(j, i» 1\ beta) * Exp(-Exp«XO + (d - c) * v(j, 





Design for computing the first integral term, which are done by MA TLAB. 
'Here just disply it and make sence of double check the accuracy of th~ result of MA TLAB. 
Public Function integral_try_baO 
Dim i, j, k As Integer . 
Dim beta, a, b, h, XO, sum As Double 
Dim mg As Range 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 2).Value 
a = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 3).Value 
b = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 4).Value 
h=O.1 
v = Worksheets("sheet2").Range("A2:A35").Value 
Set mg = ActiveSheet.Range("A2:A35") 
Withmg 
For i = 1 To .Columns.Count 
For j = 1 To .Rows.Count 
XO = a * v(j, i) 'Set lowerlimit boundray 
sum=O 
For k = 1 To «b - a) *'~(j, i) I h - 1) 
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Next 
ActiYeSheet.Cells(j + 1, i + 9).Value = h * sum + 0.5 * h * (Exp(-Exp(XO 1\ beta» + Exp(-





Public Function integral_try _dcO 
Dim i, j, k As Integer 
Dim beta, a, b, h, XO, sum As Double 
Dim mg As Range 
beta = ActiYeSheet.Cells(2, 2).Value 
c = ActiyeSheet.Cells(2, 5).Value 
d = ActiYeSheet.Cells(2, 6).Value 
h= 16 
Y = Worksheets("sheet2 ").Range(" A2:A35"). Value 
Set mg = ActiyeSheet.Range("A2:A35") 
Withmg 
For i = 1 To .Columns.Count 
For j = 1 To .Rows.Count 
XO = a * Y(j, i) 'Set lowerlimit boundray 
sum=O 
For k = 1 To «d - c) * y(j, i) I h - 1) 
sum = sum + Exp(-Exp«XO + k * h) 1\ beta» 
Next 
ActiyeSheet.Cells(j+ 1, i + 12).Value = h * sum + 0.5 * h * (Exp(-Exp(XO 1\ beta» + Exp(-
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Public Function integraCbamO 
Dim i, j, k As Integer 
Dim beta, a, b, m, XO, sum As Double 
Dim mg As Range 
beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 2).Value 
a = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 3).Value 
b = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 4).Value 
m=35 
'Set tiny distance for cutting the trapezoid piecewise 
v = Worksheets("sheet2").Range("A2:A35").Value 
Set mg = ActiveSheet.Range("A2:A35") 
Withmg . 
For i = 1 To .Columns.Count 
For j = 1 To .Rows.Count 
XO = a • v(j, i) 'Set lowe~limit boundray 
sum =0 
For k = 1 To «b - a)· v(j, i) I ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 21).Value - I) 
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sum = sum + «XO + k • ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 21).Value)" beta) • Exp«XO + k • 
ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 21).Value) " beta)· Exp(-Exp«XO + k • ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 21).Value) " 
beta» * Log(XO + k * ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 21).Value) 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(j + I, i + 12).Value = ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 21).Value· sum + 0.5 • 
ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 21).Value • (XO "beta • Exp(XO " beta) • Exp(-ExP(XO "beta» • 
Log(XO)+_ 
(XO + (b - a) • v(j, i» " beta • Exp«XO + (b - a) * v(j, i» " beta) * Exp( -Exp«XO + (b - a) • v(j, 






Public Function integral_dcmO 
Dim i, j, k As Integer 
Dim beta, c, d, m, XO, sum As Double 
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beta = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 2).Value 
c = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 5).Value 
d = ActiveSheet.Cells(2, 6).Value 
m = 34 'Set tiny distance for cutting the trapezoid piecewise 
v = Worksheets("sheet2").Range("A2:A35 ").Value 
Set mg = ActiveSheet.Range("A2:A35") 
Withmg 
For i = 1 To .Columns.Count 
For j = 1 To .Rows.Count 
XO = c * v(j, i) 'Set lowerlimit boundray 
sum=O 
For k = 1 To «d - c) * v(j, i) / ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 2I).Value - 1) 
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sum = sum + «XO + k * ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 2I).Value) " beta) * Exp«XO + k * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 2I).Value)" beta) * ExP(-Exp«XO + k * ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 2I).Value) " 
beta» * Log(XO + k * ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 2I).Value) . 
Next 
ActiveSheet.Cells(j + 1, i + I9).Value = ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 2I).Value *sum + 0.5 * 
ActiveSheet.Cells(m, 2I).Value * (XO" beta * ~xp(XO" beta) * Exp(-Exp(XO" beta» * 
Log(XO) +_ 
(XO + (d - c) * v(j, i»" beta * Exp«XO + (d - c) * v(j, i»" beta) * Exp(-Exp«XO + (d - c) * v(j, 
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Appendix C: Programme for Matlab command and 
Excel linking Matlab 
118 
In the computation, some part of the module, I use Matlab to get result as for its high efficiency. 
(But as for pursuit high precision of the target result data, I also use VBA to write code to help for 
computation) 
Here below represents the programme for matlab command and Excel links Matlab. 
function y = myfun(x) 
y = exp(-exp(x."O.0227»; '0.0227 is the experimental parameter that is input manually. 





















































































Ans = upperlimit; , 
for i = 1:34 . 
Ans(i) = quad(@myfun,lowerlimit(i),upperlimit(i» 
end 
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